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SCIENCE AND KEY OF LIFE 

A Twentieth Century Work of Great Importance to Humanity, 
= Whereby Light is Thrown Upon All Problems of Life= 

SCIENCE AND KEY OF LIFE 

PLANETARY 
INFLUENCES 

Compiled 

and 'Copyrighted by 

HENRY CLAY HODGES 

It is impossible to give a cursory sketch, within a few pages, that will convey 
to the mind of the reader more than a faint idea of this important work, or of its 
value both as a revealer of scientific truth, and as an inspiration to acquire knowl
edge regarding a great science heretofore but little understood, although of vital 
importa_nce to each individual life; however, we ask your attention to a brief sur
vey of the different volumes of the grand work:-

SCIENCE AND- KEY OF LIFE 

VOLUME I 

Volume 1 of this work, introduces the reader to the subject of Planetary Influ
ences, Electric and Magnetic, Defines Fate, shows that "thought is the Builder,'' and 
that each individuality is a law unto itself. 

"Divine Years" and Ages, The Pyramids and the mathematical principles upon 
which they were built; an Elysian mystery is explained, and the wonderful phe_
nomena of the variable stars, among them the Star of Bethlehem, form chapters as 
full of interest as tile tales of the Arabian Nights. 
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The impossibility of annihilation and the secret of happiness are subjects of 
profound interest. 

This volume contains horoscopal figiires of Oliver Cromwell and vVilliam 
Shakespear, of Napoleon III., of P. B. Shelley, and Emile Zola, which cannot fail 
to be of great assistance and interest to students of Stellar Science. 

The effrct of different Polarizations of Sun and Moon on character form chap
ters of vital importance. This science substantiates through the working of divine 
law all of the ethical teachings of the Nazarene. 

The esoteric side of astral science is presented and it is but inadequately de
scribed when we state that volume 1 introduces the reader to a new and marvclously 
interesting field of thought, broadening and elevating beyond expression. 

VOLUME II 

This volume contains 245 pages of subject matter whose interest grows upon 
the reader as he follows tf:e author through chapters upon the life principle and 
health, the several parts of the body as governed by certain signs; the influence of 
the Natal Star, "for every human soul there is a Natal Star; sooner or later each 
one shall set out in search of his Natal Star." 

This· volume contains a horoscope of Jesus of Nazareth and the truth r.fgarding 
his supposed supernatural birth is clearly revealed. 

Horoscopes of Marie Antoinette, George vVashington, Lord Byron, Michael An
gelo, Napoleon I. and Charles Guiteau. Chapters containing marvelous information 
relating to musical tones; color l'ibrations; their connection with Planetary Action; 
their wonderful symbolism of Human Progress. Genesis explained and illustrated. 
The successive gaseous, vegetable and animal waves that appeared upon the earth. 
Anyone interested in studying life's great problems will receive new light of incal-· 
culable value in possessing these volumes. 

VOLUME Ill 

The third volume contains a complete Astrological Dictionary in addition. to 
ch::ipters on eclipses and their effect in various signs, also the sun and moon, to
gt>,her ·with chapter on Election and Horary Astrology, and the strength and in
fluence of each planet, the sphere and orbit of each, as well as examples for tak
ing siderial time. 

Horary Astrology 1s fully elucidated. 
This volume shows the auspicious times for commencing any business or other 

undertaking. It also,contains tables giving the rule o-f the planets each hour of the 
day, with numerous charts and examples, ·also how to reduce mean to siderial time. 
Colors of the different planets and Zodiacal signs are given. It also contains a 
valuable treatise upon marriage. 

VOLUME IV 

This volume is in itself a great work containing about 350 pages. 
It is compiled in four parts. 
Part one contains eight chapters of .intensely interesting information regarding 

the faces of the signs and the effect on character indicated by the planets when 
posited in the twelve houses and signs. These chapters must be read to be appre
ciated and to give the reader an idea of their interest and value we quote the fol-
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lowing passage from chapter one: 
"The first face of Aries is martial, giving fearless, courageous ambition, one 

able to lead and command others; quick and ingenious and generally a very impres
sive speaker." 

" * * * The third face of Aries is a face of change and lively fancy. There 
is a love of fame and activity unrestful, makes many changes in life." 

From chapter two: 

"When Saturn is posited in the first house the native is diplomatic, thoug-h very 
suspicious and distrustful. He is liable to be gloomy and retiring at times, and 
while he has many acquaintances he has few intimate friends. His friends are apt 
to be distant from his home; he makes their friendships through letters, writings, 
journeys and also through the father and elderly persons and those above him in the 
social scale of life. 

The native is apt to be brought to public notice through these sources and 
he possesses much ambition, love of fame and high position. He also possesses 
power to manage and control others, not through authority, but diplomacy. * * *" 

Part two contains chapters on Hindu Astrology and others relating to the 
periods, sub-periods and inte,r-periods of the planets and concerning the judgments 
of planetary periods. 

The subject matter of part three deals with the planetary influences that domi
nate the physi-cal form, have only to do with human evolution; the soul's pilgrim
age through matter is graphically depicted in language that is free from the dryness 
of technical terms and awakens a realization of the Supreme Wisdom from which all 
existence flows. Every intelligent mind should come in contact with the vast field 
of thought which this great work opens to view. • 

Few people have any knowledge of the number of fixed stars-stars that seem 
to be stationary when viewed from our planet, and wliich are suns the centers of 
other solar systems. 

Part four deals wifh the subject of fixed stars, giving tables of their magni
tude, latitude and longitude, also the nature of their influence, which is greater in 
mundane affairs than in relation to those of the individual. 

VOLUME V 

This great work now carries the student of this divine science into realms of 
what may be termed the most needed practical application of Planetary Influences, 
viz: The physical life of mankind. Volume five deals with Astro Physiology, a 
science but little understood by scientists, although of the greatest importance to the 
evolution of humanity from the malefic condiions of disease and suffering. 

The celestial influences are no less potent in. the art o{ healing than in the 
art of navigation, in which it• is universally known that through heavenly bodies 
( the sun, moon and stars), the navigator is not alone able to ascertain his whereabouts 
on the ocean, but the nature of the weather, the tempests, calms and atmospheric 
changes to which he is to be subjected. 

So may the physician evolve from the practice of an art which is at present 
reduced to a mere practice of chance-to a truly scientific system based upon clear 
first principles which will invariably point to the cause of each malady, to its pro-

111 
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gression of increase and diminution, to its remedy' if there be one, and how to avoid 
its redevelopment and to maintain good h~alth. 

This volume gives tables portraying the planetary influences upon -aiseases, and, 
indicating the remedies in the form of healing plants and herbs bountifully .sµpplied 
by beneficent law, to alleviate sickness and suffering in the creatures_ Jiving upon 
this planet; the healing power of electric, magnetic, color and tone vibrations. 

No physician cart safely administer medicine if he be unacquainted with the 
science of Planetary Influences. \ 

This important work inspires the mind to seek further know)edge of the laws 
. that .govern all life in order that health, happiness and successful achievement may 

be the heritage of all creatures of the eairth. • 1 

Mr. Henry Clay Hodges, the compiler of this great work, has voia:ed the 
inquiries of ages of thoughtful humanity in the following question, which· is 
answered in Science and Key of Life. • 

"Some are born to honor, and others to dishonor; some ·to wealth and 
others to want; some in the midst of crime, ignorance and sorrow, others 
environed in happy conditions: When and where is the Law of Compen
sation applied to. equaliz~ these conditions, or why should these things be?" 

This work is published in five volumes. Price $2.00 per volume, or $10 the full 
set. Circulars sent and inquiries answered upon application to The Stellar Ray, 
Hod~es B~ding, Detroit, Mich. • 

Two Thousand Years in Celestial Life. 
Thls li. .the mast wonderful narrative ever written. describing experiences In the bl,rher 

life. lleautlfully bound In cloth. gold· lettered, Illustrated. • 
:,oo p&!fea, al■e G¾,x7~ Inches, prlee Sl.2G. 

Diction~y of Astrological Terms. 
This little work contains concise definitions of ·an terms used In Stellar SGlenoe In 

easting horoscope• or In calculations relating to planetary Influences. 
Round corners, paper eover, 50 . eenta. 

' Books sent postpaid to any address in the United States ,or Canada. Addreu Book Deparbnent. 

ASTRO PUBLISHING COMPANY. 
HODGES BUILDING. DETROIT, MICH. 



The Time. Ha_s Come 

Knowing that the time has come when the 
Science of Astrology, both Exoteric and Esoteric, 
should take its place in the world of mind as by 

, far the most important factor in the future evolu
tion of the race, the undersigned has taken it upon 
himself to place before the world the latest fruitage 
gathered from this g_reat field of infinite truth. 

$$$ 

Much has been written "!POD this science in the 
past, but amidst the many truths there has been 
much error. The object in publishing Science and 
Key of Life, Planetary Influences, . is to present 
truth freed from the debris of false and biased 
interpretation. 

, 
Science based in nature is destined to live as 

long as eternal ages roll. · Astrology is a science 
whose foundations are based upon natural·. phil-
-osophy. At this· mistress of science, .sceptics may 
rail, but they cannot rail the seal from-off. the bond. 
The evidence of four soul degrading principles as 
witnesses, viz: Sneer, Scorn, Derision, and Preju
dice, has oft denounced scientific truth • as heret~c, 
but truth will triumph as long as Natur~ and Spirit 
shall exist. 

H. C. H. 
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A FEW • OPINIONS OF THE • PRESS UPON THIS GREAT ·woRK 

SCIENCE-.AN.D KEY OF LIFE 
Mr. H. C. Hodges, of this city, who writes under the pseudo·nym "Alvidas," is· the author . 

and compiler of "Science and Key of Life," a study in astro-physiology founded upon his firm 
faith In planetary, influences as affecting for g::iod or ill, for health or disease, the human or~ 
ganism. Mr. Hodges argues that man may not only read his destiny in the stars, ·but that 
their phases and relations to those arbitrary symbols called the signs of the Zodiac determine 
temperament and govern health. Like Hippocrates, he a;ppears to. believe that the physician 
c-annot safely administer medicine If he is unacquainted with the fundamentals of astrology, 
though he does not. advise the repudiation of medical art, admitting that some errors may o·b
tain even in astral science .. _Thus he· w01,1ld have the· physician cast the patient's horoscope 
whe_n called in, and armed with the knowledga of "the, ,Planet, the sign and ,the house'.' gov
erning at the time, diagnose the duration of the disease, the beneficial or malevolent influences 
being exerted upon i-t, the crisis which will occur, and the time of recovery. Thus if Mars 
occupies the sign Aries In· the twelfth house the patient Is pretty sick and likely to have a 
hard time of 1t, and should· take tonics:-Review of 'Vol V., The Detroit· Free P.ress. 

Henry Clay Hodges, 'of Detroit, Mich., has been for years making scientific study of .elec
tric and magnetic influences as caused, by planetary movements and the great laws of attrac
tion and gravitation as operating through Interstellar space. The effects of different polarl-
2atlons of the sun and the moon produce great effects on human life. The art of navigation. ls 
closely connected, Mr. Hodges believes, with these 'influences and currents in aerial space. In 
a new work, called "Science and Key of Life," Mr. Hodges discusses these great laws from 'both 
the astronomical and the magnetic side. Electric and magnetic phenomena are shown to be 
related to sidereal ·changes. The book is one of remarkable scope and power, on ·both the 
scientific and the psychic phases of life and progress.-Lillan Whiting in New Orleans Times- · 
Democrat. • 

It is a questlori If' anything on this subject has been written which Is as scientific and 
rational, and on so high a plane as the "Science and Key of Llfe."-Chicago Inter-Ocean, 

The most comprehensive of all books is the one entitled "Science and Key of Life;" is in
tensely interesting from cover ,to ,cover, requiring but very little application to fully under
stand the subject.-The Psychic Era, Detroit. 

This work makes the whole subject clear, puts It In harmony, with modern science, illus
trates it ,by profound philosophy and J:iistorical examples, and is In accord with all the latest 
·developments of thought and research.-The Occult Truth Seeker. 

Not the least interesting part of the work Is Its ·1ntroductlon, which serves to lift It corn.: 
pletely above the plane of the ordinary popular works on astrology, and gives It at once a dig
nity,· a seriousness and a dominant ethical qU:allty that will make it appeal to earnest and 
Impartial thinkers. • • • • It ls upon the basis that heat, l!gh t, • color and sound are all inti
mately relate(! an(! all dependent upon vi.1:iratory forces for their manifestation, that the author 
builds his entire system• of color and tone scales, which constitutes the most daringly orig
inal, interesting and fascinating portions of a b'.'lok which one will not wish to put down once 
he has commenced to read it until he has flnishad its concluding chapters.-Detrolt Free Press. 

According to Henry Clay Hodges, of Detroit, t,he influence of the stars Is superior to all 
but the free will of mankind, and an astral chart will· enable Its owner to unfold the power 
within himself and combat all hostile influences. To his mind It ls every one's duty to have 
his horoscope cast, for the reas·on that one's character. is absolutely governed by astral influ
ences, and crises throughout his career are alm1st certain to occur when the stars tha;t gov
erned his birth come In certain hostile or favorable juxtaposition. "Science and Key of Life" 
Is the title of Mr. Hodges' book. It represents the study of a long life and is illustrated with 
numerous horoscopes of famous men, which demonstrate to· the satisfaction of the author that 
the dominant Influences· of the heavens had more to do with brilliant successes or disgraceful 
failures than the efforts of the men themselves.-Chicago Record-Herald. 
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-Freedom of Thought a Source 

of ~trength. 
EDITORIAL 

Back in the early history of New Eng
land it was the custom of the people at cer
tain public gatherings to close the day's pro
ceedings with a test of strength and agility 
between two of their number, who were 
noted for their strength and skill in wrest- • 
ling. 

The object was to see which of the two 
should wear t'tie honors as victor during 
the next year. 

Well, on one of these occastons, it was 
decided that t]:ie two oldest men present 
should test their strength by a wrestling 
match. 

The combined ages • of the two parties 
chosen for the contest was 150 years, age 
of the eldest being 80 and the younger 70. 

After due preparation the two boys 
grappled, and a long tussel resulted in the 
older boy throwing the· younger one upon 
his back. 

Immediately all the people· assembled, 
clapped their hands and cheered, where
upon the boy of 70 sprang to his feet and 
turned to the audience and exclaimed, 
"Well, he ought to throw me, he is the 
oldest!" 

The truth i·s, strength and health are not 
measured by years if the laws of life are 
properly understood and practiced. 

It has been my privilege for many years 
to be intimately acquainted with a man 
who has passed the three score and ten 
landmark in the journey of life, and I am 
confident in declaring that there is no per-

• son, within the range of my observation, 
who is in sounder physical condition than 
the person referred to. 

It may be •asked what has been the 
mode of living which has resulted in pro
ducing this exceptionally sound body, free 
from aches and pains, with the ability to 

• sleep and to eat with discretion. 

I am informed that one of the most 
potent factors, contributing to this condi
tion, is the fact that in .·his early years 
he was able to free his mind from the 
<logmas of religious superstition. 

Early in life he became an apostle of the 
advanced ideas, in the main as now called 
New Thought. 

This freedom from the thraldom of a 
belief in original sin and a revengeful 
God imbued • his mind with hope and 
courage, which attributes have reflected 
through the physical and resulted 'in his 
present condition of. health and strength. 

The mental battles fought in those early 
days against the doctrines taught by the 
Rev. Jonathan Edwards of New ·England 
and his type were filled with apprehension 
as to what the consequences would be to 
his welfare, _not only in this life but the 

'life to come, if he continued to doubt the 
religious faith of his early teachers. 

However, these doctrines were so repel
lant to his sense of justice and contrary 
to his conception of the attributes of an 
all-wise Creator' ( capable of bringing into 
manifestation this universe), he made up 
his mind to take his chances and weigh 
each thought by the scales of common 
sense, which resulted irt making him a 
disciple of liberty of thought in the vast 
field of Universal Truth. 

To any and all clqse observers of the 
signs of the times it must be clear that 
we are in a new cycle in the development 
of the human race. These signs can be 
observed in the hustle and rustle of human 
energy. 

The old giving place to the new and in 
. no phase of the development of human life 
are these conditions more apparent than 
in the search for better health of both body 
·and mind. 
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Drugs, as remedial ·agents, are being dis
carded as a relic of the past and the dis
ciples of this evolutionary, wave are acting 
upon. the suggestfon given by the Nazarene 
to "go out and preach the gospel and heal 
the sick." 

Of course· they will encounter obliquy 
and derision from the fossil apostles of a 
bygone age, but still as each disciple is 
equipped with a ·sword of truth, the battle 
is sure to be won. 

For instance, there is a method of heal
ing as old as man, namely, curing disease 
by the laying on of hands. 

It was practiced by the ancient Chal
deans and Egyptians, later by Jesus and 
his apostles, and still we find the majority 
of the churches joining with the medical 
profession in claiming that it is not sc_ien~ 
tific; we also find that under the laws now 
existing Peter, James, John and J esui
would be convicted of misdemeanor, for 
practicing this old and scientific method 
of curing disease of both mind and body. 

The fear· of an angry God, and judgment 
to come, as taught, by theologians, has 
hung like a pall over Christian nations and 
has imbued the majority of minds with • 
fear -and sorrow, which diminishes the 
energies of the nervous system, lessens the 
force of circulation, impedes the secretions 
and finally produces organic disease. 

Fear paralizes the muscular powers of 
the1 body, weakens and diminishes the ac
tion of the heart, thus lowering the power 
of nature, baffles the skill of the physician, 
and often causes death. 

Joy, on the other hand, acts as a power
ful stimulant and tonic on the whole ani
mal frame and in summing up this matt.;r 
my advice is for each person to imbue 
the mind with hope and confidence, resting 
on the great truth that we are aff in the 
hands of a kind Providence, whose watch
ful care is ever round about us to give aid. 

·• ... 
Learn to Forget. 

Every night as the sun goes down let all 
the disagreeable happenings of the· day slip 
out of your mind and sink into oblivion. 
Blot them out, annihilate them, and permit 
no resurrection. Go to sleep with the 

. thought of pleasant things in ·your mind, 
and begin the next day .as though it was 

the first day of all your life, the last day, 
the only day. 

If anytl:i.ing disagreeable intrudes, at 
nightfall blot it out. Then if another day 
is given you make it better tha:n the one 
before, remembering . only the things that 
are lovely and lovable. 

To forget-that is what we need. Just. 
to forget. All the petty annoyances, all 
the vexing irritations, all the mean words, 
all the rankling acts, the deep wrongs, the 
bitter disappointments-just let them go; 
don't hang on to them. • 

Learn to forget. Make a study of it. 
Practice it. Become an expert at forget
ting. 

M. L, GATES, M, D. 

..... 

The W ~.Y to Visit Mars. 
BY MABEL GIFFORD SHINE. 

You have no need to go to the world in 
order to see it, the wotld will come to you. 
If you wish to visit Mars .or any other 
world you need not go to it, Mars will 
c.ome to yoti. • 

We used to think when we wished to 
visit California that we must go there bod
ily, but now we let California •come to us. 
If ·we. wish to communicate with, anybody 
in California we . are not obliged even to 
send a letter, we need not even telegraph, 
we can talk to anyone we please; we let 
California come to us. And there has been 
invented an instrument that enables us to 
visit California by sight in a similar way. 
Now we have removed the wires that were 
thought necessary to make connections be-· 
tween our locality .and that which we 
wished to communicate with, and we find 
it is not only possible to speak and hear 
without the wires but that it is a much bet
ter, way. 

Do you see how it is? We do not need 
to go anywhere, but simply extend our 
senses, our hearing, our sight, and every 
sense in the same way. We can hear and 
speak with friends in California by extend
•ing our sense of hearing, and we can see 
our California friend and be seen by him by 
e,xtending the sense of sight. · Do you. see 
how if is? There is no need to go any
where either in tfiis world or any other; we 
are everywhere present, and all we need is 
to turn our attenti()n to the place we wish 
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to visit. 'Y 01:1' have noticed that a person 
may be within hearing .of music or other 
sounds and not hear it, and you know you 
may be lo6king directly at an object or 
scene and see nothing of it. Why is this? 

We Inhale Sweet Odors. 
And how is it? We are inhaling sweet 
odors, we do not lfaow it; we are touching 
many obj\!cts many times a day and are un
conscious of them; the orator does not 
know his hand is. bleeding from the pound
ing he gave it oµ the edge of the reading 
stand, the soldier does - not know he is 
wounded. Likewise_ the bed-ridden sufferer 
does not know he is helpless when he hears 
the cry of fire, and springs to his feet and 
rushes from the room. • 

This is -the Why of it-The mind makes 
the consciousness of existence, and there is 
the greatest consciousness where the mind 
is most strongly attentive. The music is 
vibrating but you do not hear it, the grand 
sunset is before your eyes but you do not 
see it, the winding ribbon road, the flower
starred fields, the pleasant woods are all 
before you btit for you they do not exist; 
every night the sky is studded with c'ount
less stars, you cannot tell whether any stars 
are visible when you are out or 'not; friends 
pass by you, you_ do not see them ; they call, 

The Trees Are Talking. 
yqu do not hear. The trees are talking_ in 
songs of. wondrous melody, songs of which -
we never catch the words; birds .are sing
ing everywhere, songs of wisdom and reve
,lation, but we do .not hear what they are 
telling us, the little brook at our feet tells 
us the meaning of -the mysteries we seek 
to explore, but it speaks to us in a Ian-

-gu-age we do not know, the waving grasses 
whisper to us and we do not listen, the 
nodding floweret, ,smiles and breathes and 
murmurs loving messages, but we do not 
catch them. 

And this is the How of it: We sense 
according to our vibrations; a cert,ain rate 
of vibrations of a certain kind enables us 
to hear the same rate and _ kind. We grow 
into this world by gathering the vibrations 
of this world until we have enough to sense 
here. If we have not gathered enough of 
the vibrations of sound to hear this world's 
sounds, we are deaf to them; if we have 
not gathered enough of the vibrations of 

light - tci -see the, light 'vibrations here, we 
are blind to the physical world. And so it 
is with all the senses. When a blind per
son receives his sight it is because the light 
vibrations are increased until they are equal 
to the physical light vibrations of the ex:' 
ternal world in which he is. So it is when 
a deaf person receives his hearing. Street 

Street Fakirs. 
fakirs will with their medicines enable a 
person tc, hear. "rt appears like a -miracle 
.c1nd he takes in the ready money a's fast as 
he can. What' he has done is to raise the 
rate of sound vibrations in the man's ears 
artificially, and he hears until the effects of 
the medicine cease. The fakir cur-es rheu
~atism in the same way, by increasing the 
rate of vibrations in the circulatory system 
until they are normal, but he has done it 
artificially and the cure lasts only while the 
effect of the medcine works. 

How does the medicine increase the vi
brations? The fakir's mind increases th~ 
vibrations of the subject's mind ,and of the 
eager crowd around; the atmosphere is 
throbbing with these vibrations. The_ fakir 
connects the vibrations with his medicine. 

• The mesmerist does the same -thing either 
with or without material objects or means; 
so does the hypnotist and the suggestion.jst 
and the New Thought practitioners of all 
kinds. This is the Faith Cure and every 
cure. It is the 'extension of the senses to 
the normal and above the normal. 

We could sense everywhere and -every
thing all at once just as well as gradually if 
our minds were equal to it. But our minds 
are not_ equal to it; we cannot endure more -
than a certain amount of revelation at a 
time; the awesomeness and immensity of it 
paralyzes our finite minds. We must grow 
to everything we ever sense. Also the con
fusion of too much prevents the sensing of 
it. We learn the music a bar at" a time, 
slowly and painstakingly, and until we have 
become accustomed to that set of vibra
tions; they have been impressed upon the 
_mirid until we are at home with them, then 
we can-go on. By and by we can take two 

• bars at a time and the day comes ,if we 
persevere when we can play a whole piece 

_ of music at sight. 
First Speak, Then Write. 

This is the reason we first speak to a _dis-
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tant friend by traveling to him bodily, and 
then write to him, and after that telegraph 
over wires, and then without wires, and 
then speak to him over wires with our 
voice a:nd then speak to him with our voice, 
without the wires. We can speak to a 
friend anywhere without any wires or ma
chinery of any kind as soon as we can ac
cept the fact. Just as soon as the thought 
is conceived of speaking by sound waves 
the method begins to appear; as soon as the 
thought is conceived of speaking by sound 
waves without wires we find the way to do 
it. As soon as we begin to think anything 
is possible we begin to see how we can do 
it. This is the way inventions are ma
terialized. When a human being is created 
the soul creates the mind vibrations and the 
mind vibrations create the body. That is, 
the soul vibrations set the same vibrations • 
g~ing in the mind plane, and the vibrations 
of the mind plane se't the same vibrations 
going in the physical plane. Rates of vi
brations create quality, and arrangement 
of qualities make the forms of things. 
The serlse forms of soul are reflected in 
the mind and through the mind in the body 
and through the body in the external world. 
This is the origin of everything of man's 
creation. 

A Stupendous Thought. 

• and the other by means of"mind alone. The . 
• mind is doing it all in both cases, only in 

one• aase the_ mind seeks to materialize by 
means of material objects and the .other 
seeks to materialize through thought forms 
only. Now the one class will seek to reach 
Mars by signs, telegraph, air ships, etc., 
the other kind will s'eek sense extension. 
At first the latter class will imagine that 
the mind must travel just as the body 
travels; they have already grown to that; 
the next step is the seeing that the mind 
does not need to go anywhere, but simply 
to grow stronger so that it will be able to 
see, hear and sense in every way more of 
the world and the universe. Exactly as the 
blind man has his sense of sight strength-. 
ened until he can see what is around him. 
He does not have to go anywhere to see 
his surroundings. The stronger his sight 
is the farther he can see unril his vision is 
normal; that is, equal to the universal hu
man visiori. In the same way we can go. 
on strengthening our sight and extending 
our line of vision indefinitely. When we 

To go to Mars, Hades or Heaven. 
think we must travel weary miles in order 
to see a certain place • or person then we 

Now we can see man's capability; we 
can develop his rate and quality of vibra
tions as we will and in any direction we 
will. He can sense in Cal_ifornia or Austra
lia just as well as in the place of his bodily 
habitation. All that 'is. necessary is the 
ability to entertain the stupendous tho1;1ght. 
And he- can extend his sense consciousness 
to Mars just as easily as to California, just 
as soon as he is able to endure the, to him, 
overpowering thought of it. That is what 
is going on now; man has reached the point 
where he is able to entertain the thought of 
the possibility of communicating with 
Mars; he is concentrating his mind • on the 
mitter, that is, he is giving his attention to 
it, and the more he does this the more his 
sense vibrations increase and he will see· 
~ore and more plainly how •it can be done. 
.,. To-day there are two kinds of people 
working for distant communicati_on, just as 
there are two kinds working to heal people 
by twp methods, one class by ma~erial. means 

. must travel, for we do not cultivate. our 
sight beyond that thought. To go to Mars, 
Hades or Heaven the conditions are the 
same; we c_an see all these places by giving 
lour thought to them, that is extending our 
sight sense until they are visible, or by 
traveling in our minds until we are able 
to, think we have reached them. 

The materialist can see that Heaven ·and 
Hell are here and now, to a certain degree, 
and that they might be developed more per
fectly; what he does not see is that Soul, 
universal and •individual, gathers material 
about it as a garment to make itself visible 
in any plane and_ to act in that plane with 
the inhabitahts of that plane, and that drop
ping its garment affects it only to enable 
it to act more freely in a finer body within 
the outer and to live visibly in the higher 
and finer plane. When the Materialist sees 
that existence is consciousness he will un
derstand how it is and that consciousness 
can be developed in any direction indepe11-
dent of body in any plane. 

Who will reach Mars first, the Material
ist ~ho -i~ going to fly there bodily, the 
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Soul Traveler w'ho is going to. go on the • 
wings of the Mind, or the man who keeps 
his body and mind himself b_ody and soul 
at home and seeks by sense extension to 
see as far as he wishes in the universe 
about him? 

When we arrive at this realization we 
shall be able to understand how it is that 
a personal God could be everywhere pres
ent. When finite man wakes up to the 
knowledge that he -himself is everywhere 
present he can understand how the Infinite 
can be person and still everywhere present. 
They can also understand that there is 
neither time nor space; that what we call 
time and space are only appearances to 

. man's limited consciousness and disappear 
as he develops. He sees both being anni
hilated constantly these days and the great 
fact is breaking in on his mind that every
thing is here and now. 

* * * 

Charles W. Eliot, former president 

of Harvard University, presages the 
advent of a new religion, and declares 
that it will not be creed-bound. 

Charles W. Eliot, president emeritus of 
Harvard, in· an address before the Harvard 
summer school of theology, on July 22, 
prophesied the advent of a new religion. 

"It will not be bound . by dogma or 
creed," he said. "Its workings will be sim
ple but its field ot action lim"itless. Its 
discipline will be the training in the co
operative good will. It will attack all 
forms of ·evil. There will be no supernat
ural element; it will place no reliance on 
anything but the laws of nature. Preven
tion will be the watchword and a skilled 
surgeon one of its members. 

"The new religion," he continued, "will 
not be based on authority; the future gen
eration is to be led, not driven. In the new 
religion there will be no personification of 
natural -0bjects; there will be no deification 
of remarkable· human beings. 

"God will be: so imminent that no inter
mediary will be needed. Its priests will 
strive to improve social and industrial con
ditions. The new religion will_ not attempt 
to reconcile people to present ills by the 
promise of future compensations." 

Wisdom is not the prerogative of any 
society or organization, but of the soul. 
• Open the soul consciousness by purity, 
chastity and knowledge of the laws of life, 
and_ self flows out, that true self may flow 
in, for above all else we should know these 
laws of soul culture, of mind generation, 
aµd of planetary Iife."-Science and Key of 
Life, Vol. I, Page 107. 

Life. 
BY VERNE DEW~TT ROWELL. 

I asked the arab twilight breeze, 
That wafted from far-distant_ seas, 
"What is that mystery that men call Life, 
That strange, dear harmony of love and 

strife?" • 

, The fragrant breath of tender parting day 
· Went murmuring a-down a pleasant way,. 

Yet loitered in a musing, sylvan lair, 
As if it fain would seek an answer there. 

And then was sweetly wafted back to me, 
"Oh, Life is love's celestial deity, 
That parts us from the rude and silent sod, 
For Life, g-reat Life, is Love and Love js 

• God." 
• • • 

Great Antediluvian Find. 
Remarkable Skeletons Dug Up -in Cali-

fornia. 
Los Angeles, July 28.-The Academies

of Science have asked the city council 
for an appropriation to be used in develop-
ing a remarkable deposit of bones of ante
diluvian animals in the asphalt beds near 
Holly Wood. There have been exhumed so
far complete skeletons of a giant sloth, _ an• 
animal almost as big as a street car; sev-
eral sabre-toothed tigers, a prehistoric lion 
of the African type, but ]arger; a giant: 
camel, three species of prehistoric wolves, 
a horse that seems to have been larger than: 
any that exists today, giant eagles and con
dors, a large number of miscellaneous ro-
dents, a small prehistoric cat, the skull 
of a bird larger than an ostrich and por-
tions of skeletons of elephants. The great
est find· was the skull of an extinct species 
of buffalo or prehistoric ox. So far as. 
known, there is not another like it in the
world. The types of animals shown by· 
these discoveries· seem to have been com
mon here several t~ousand years ago._ 



New Thought Department 
Containing subject matter' embodying the teachings of the so-calle.d new Thought re

ligion. 
The first· article is by Charles Brodie Patterson, an eminent pioneer in this field. ms 

books have been translated into the foreign langnag~s, and many editions have been sold, 
reaching.all civilized nations. Our readers will be interested in his words of truth anq-en
couragement, as well as those of others· who follow him. 

The Ps:ychic Man. 
BY CHARLES BRODIE PATTERSON. 

In a very true sense creation is not fin
ished, for each one of us have a part to • 
play in the great creation drama. We are 
co-laborers with God, and God's work is 
always of a creative, sustaining, or re
demptive nature. All life will yet be 
transformed from the lower· to· the higher 
planes of being, but this can not be done, 
except as the inner life responds freely to 
the great encompassing_ life of love; there 
can be no compulsion in prfect love, The 
desert is most assuredly to blossom as the 
rose-the- great mental and moral planes 
of our. being, which seem so barren as yet 
-but this blossoming will be the result of 
the unfolding o_f the seed of love. within. 

The transforming process is going on all 
the time, though we may not always see 
it. But if, in oui: examination of world 
progress, we take long enough periods of 
time we cannot doubt this fact. In spite of 
much that is deplorable in the outer life of 
affairs, the 'Yorld today is far _better, much 
more advanced toward brotherhood, than 
it was a thousand years ago. 

I said .that our lives were as broken and 
limited as our breath; and in a deeper sense 
those of us realize, this coajd no~ be other-

. wise. The one is the · expression of the 
other; their scope, their limitation, are in 
almost exact correspondence. 
• The majority of people think they know 
all that is necessary in regard to the sub
ject of breath. Physicians agree that there 
is need of good breathing capacity, but, be-

, ' 

yond the injunction to breath deeply, per
.haps they have very little to say about the 
matter. Properly used there is no surer 
or swifter aid to the development of psychic 
powers than this same matter of breathing. 
It is largely through their method of 
breathing that the psychics· of the east ac
quire their wonderful power. The system 
used and taught by them, however, does 
not, as a rule, tend to poise and ·serenity of 
mind when applied to the average temper
ament of the-occidental world. The eastern 
being the more meditative type, and the 
western mind being more gifted. in regard to 
concentration, the method that stimulates 
and benefits the one often has quite the 
opposite effect upon the other. 

One can injure the body by breathing in
correctly, and many of the methods taught 
by physical instructors bring results to 
some that are far from desirable. It is no 
sign because one person can get good .. :t:~ 
suits from breathi,.ng in a certain __ wa..:,.-it\i.tt't' 
such a method will prove beneficial to an
other. This is because we differ so greatly 
in temperament, and what would benefit 
one would perhaps actually injure another. 

Highly Developed Psychic. 
The rate of vibration varies greatly on 

the different planes. That of the highly 
developed psychic· would mean physical 
death to the man on the purely natural • 
plane. 

It is possible to alter the vibrations of 
the whole body through control of the 
breath. The true order through which 
the highest vibration can be obtained is, 
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first, spiritual activity, then mental, ·and the 
expression of these again on the physical 
plane through breath .and outward actions. 

But one may ask: What difference does 
it make whether you have much vibration 
or not? It makes just this difference: 
that if you have the power to change it at 
will you • have practically absolute comtrol 
over your health and strength. 

Through perfect vibration there comes a 
perfect control of the circulation, and 
through the ability to send the blood with 
renewed force to any particular part of the 
body, or to keep it an even circulation 
throughout, the nourishment which carries 
it to the physical being is furnished as 
needed. The· more we look into these 

. things the more we see the perfect corre
spondence between the soul, mind and 
body. The body can not be renewed' in 
any vital sense unless the mind is renewed 
day by day, and this mental renewal is 
again dependent on the soul refreshment 
that comes through meditation. 
. We should aim, • then, at establishing the 
true vibration, that which originates from 
within, and so become the masters of our 
health and strength. , Anything that tends 
to make you intense in mind tense in body 

• is to be avoided; for tension int_erferes with 
the· highest realization of power. The very 
effort· that some put into their breathing 
prevents them from deriving much benefit 
from it. We should aim at concentration, 
but avoid anything like contraction, for that 
wearies the brain, making the thoughts 
cloudy and obscure. 

We should bring our thought to bear 
'Uj!R,U-OUr. exer.cises, but always in· a light, 
elasti.:~ free way; and we .c,hould put energy 
into whatever we do, but not an undue or 
unnecessary amount of it. Whenever you 
put mrre force than is necessary into your 
work it is wasted, and the mental and phy
sical • consciousness is depleted. 

Nine-Tenths Uselessly Expended. 

We expend uselessly something like nine
tenths of • our energy every day that we 
live. If we will take this matter of waste 
into consideration, . and set ourselves to 
avoiding the useless expenditure of force, 
the benefit occurring to u~ will be rapid, 
even wonderful. 

True vibration begins at the center and 
· works out to the very circumference of 

all things. • 
If the impulse comes from the love-life 

hidden. within us, then will the highest vi~ 
bration eminate in all di,::.ections without a 
break, as perfect circles radiate from the 
activity cause'd at the center when a stone 
is thrown into the. water. Whereas if the 
spiritual impulse of faith, hope and love 
are wanting, all the vibration YOIJ can get 
will be on the surface of things; and as 
your thoughts are constanly changing, there 
will result a constant change in vibration. 
But there should be a steady vibration going 
out from the center of things perfecting 
both mind and body, and bringing about a 
state of harmony and power. 

So we come at last to see that the matter 
of -breath is a far more interior one than 
at first appeared. It is nothing more nor 
less than the breath of the Spirit that we 
must inhale, and. when we have learned to 
receive the Holy Spirit ("the whole 
breath"), the complete lite of love, we will 
give it forth again in perfect vibration 
througl'iout our whole being and activity. 
Starting thus from· the center of life, all 
else will be perfect in its way. Each circle 
radiating from the center that has received 
the •stone, so to speak, is perfect, no matter 
how far from the center it may travel. It 
is an unbroken, a complete vibration. Let 
us accept the fact • that the mind ( and 
therefore the body) can not be renewed by 
simply looking on the phenomenal side of 
life, but must be inspired by the spirit of 
life. It is not enough to merely breath in 
a certain way, though that is the begin
ning. We must feel rightly if all else is 
to become right. 

Only as the psychic learns to vibrate in 
harmony with the great Spirit can heaven . 
be reali_zed. Heaven ·awaits the ·complete 
harmonizing of all energy, and if one soul 
is out of 'i:une with Infinite Love the re-
1sulting· discord just insomuch postpones 

. the cons1,1mmation of God's ·holy purpose. 
Verily, "If thine eye be. single"-if your 
eyes are filled with the light of love-"thy 
whole body shall be full of light." The 
right feeling begets the right-thinking, and 
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this in turn will shape itself m body, word 
and deed. 

The Real Center of Human Breath. 

The real center for human breath for 
all inspiration and aspiration, is the' dia
phragm. By the simple exercise of holding 
the hand on the diaphragm the mind may 
more easily become centered, and one will 
begin to breathe from that point. This, 
wi_th correct bodily position, will eventually 
bnng every cell-chamber of the lungs into 
use. 

If we consider the question of breathing 
from a medical point of view, we regard 
the oxygen, which enters into the blood 
through the lungs as the chief purifying 
agent. But as we study life we are forced 
to the conclusion that there is somethino-

. b 

much more vital than oxygen in the air, 
,~hich we inhale; there is in all things-in 
air, as well as minerals, plants, and ani
mals-the spirit which alone truly vitalizes 
and sustains. Furthermore from experi
ments conducted through a great many 
years, I am thoroughly convinced that the 
time is coming wherf we will know how to 
g-et a large portion of the nourishment 
needed for our bodies directly from the at
mospher~. New light will be thrown upon 
that say111g of Jesus: "I have meat to eat 
• that ye know not of." It may be objected 
that there is not enough in the air to nour
ish the body, but the point is that there is 
something-a soul, if you please-that 
abides in the elements, in all things, and is, 
after all, the true vitality of the body. Sci
ence is rapidly being forced to the conclu
sion that in every atom there is a living 
principle, a vital energy; and it is this life 
essence, not the outward forms it assumes 
wherein lies the sustaining power. ' 

It may be asked: "vVhy, then, are or
gans of digestion given to us if we are to 
derive our nourishment in other ways? But 

. ~lo we n_ot know wh-at wonderful changes 
111 organism occur throughout all planes of 
activity, and that certain organs endure 
only while the need for them exists? 

The Manner of the Breath the 
Important Thing. 

Many have considered that the inhala
tion of the breath was the important thing, 

but, on the contrary, the manner of exhala
tion is far more important. If you form a 
vacuum the air must flow in, but if you 
atmosphere in the body, the pure air is lim-
1 ted _ in its work, because of the impure 
residuum left in the body The outo-oino-• b b 

breath corresponds to our desires-to the 
highest aspirations; the incoming breath is 
the response to the desires. When we ma"ke 
exhale only one-half, or one-third, of the 
the demand there is the supply, and the 
supply will always be in proportion to the 
demand. A real effort, then, should center 
itself in true desire. Yet man has been 
centering his thought faithlessly on the 
other side, refusing to believe that the 
h~avenly Father is even more willing to 
give us good things than we are to ask 
Him. Superficial desires wi,Jl result in 
superficial breathing, while growth, as re
gards one's ideals and activities, will re
s~lt in true diaphragmatic breathing. By 
rightly controlled breath the circulation 
changes at once, cold hands and feet are 
almost instantly relieved, and the whole 
body is evenly and thorOLwhly nourished. 

rl, o here are persons whose hands are al-
ways dry and hot, and others whose hands 
will be found cold and clammy. Now these 
di ffcren t conditions revea I different states 
of vibration; where there is heat and dry
ness, the vibration is too rapid; where the 
hands are cold there is low rate of vibra
tion, indicating a loss of vitality. Health 
depends upon the establishment of perfect 
vibration; it should neither be very rapid 
nor very slow. It is just as easy to be 
strong and well as the reverse, but we 
must earnestly desire wholeness, or holi
ness, if we would have it. 

It is beginning to be understood that· 
vibration underlies everything in the uni
verse, and that we must thoroughly under
stand this subject if we are to act intelli
gently . 

Perfect vibration -can only be established 
through -conscious relation to the invisible 
world, from whence we receive the power 
that makes us whole, mentally, morally, 
and physically; and then only as we use 
the power thus given do we continue to 
receive it. 

-From "The Measure of a Man." See 
Stellar Ray Books and Periodicals. 
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"Liberal" Taint in Presb:yterian and 
,Baptist Churches. 

Rocks which threaten to split the Presby-

terian Church: 

Authenticity of the d·ivine miracles. 

Birth of man in complete innocence. 

Resurrection of the body. 

The immaculate conception. 

Aitthority of the church councils ·in gov

ermnent. 

The growing war in the Baptist church, 
with its inception at Chicago, over the 
alleged trend of a large division of the 
clergy away from orthodox Christianity 
and toward Unitarianism, under the lead
ership of Dr. G. B. Foster and others, may 
have a counterpart insic\e the Presbyterian 
church. A similar wave of bitter protest 
has started among the Presbyterian leaders 
in this city, based upon almost identical 
grounds, and is now threatening to spread 
with growing bitterness throughout the 
church in America. Some well known 
churchmen see in the related outbursts in 
two separate sects an indication of a gen
eral upheaval within the orthodox Protest
ant denominations a war to the finish be
tween the so-called "liberal" and "conser
vative" elements, which is likely to result 
in a general shifting of religious lines and 
possibly in the birth of one or two new 
church organizations. 

As the Baptist element in the divinity 
faculty of the University of Chicago is the 

• very center of the Baptist feud, so the New 
York college, which fits most of the local 
candidates for the Presbyterian ministry, 
is the center of the Presbyterian war. The 
latter crisis was precipitated by the exam
ination in the New York presbytery of 
three young men, graduates from the 
school in question, for ordination. Their 
answers to some of the questions asked by 
the examiners revealed what the orthodox 
Presbyterian leaders declare to be a re
markable fall from the church teachings 

and tenets-a condition for which some of 
the college instructors are blamed. 

The three applicants in question, Archi
bald Black, George J. Fitch and John E. 
Steen, were finaly passed by the presbytery, 
after a hot debate, by a vote of 59 to 37. 
There are about 180 votes in the presby
tery, and the remaining preachers, it is 
explained, declined to vote at all. The 
matter will corrie to the final test, however, 
when the applicants come up for ordina
tion. 

Rev. Dr. Walter Buchanan, pastor of the 
Fourth Avenue Presbyterian church, is the 
Johnston Myers of the contest, leading the 
bitter fight against the acceptance of the 
three candidates. He bases his opposition 
upon the statement that the young men are 
"more Unitarian than Presbyterians," and 
have no business in a Presbyterian pulpit." 

The fight against the growth of the "lib
eral" trend in the Presbyterian church is 
declared by some of Dr. Buchanan's sup
porters to be ready to spread throughout 
the denomination. "vVe have kept this 
matter to our selves in our own secret con
claves too long already," say these clergy
men, "and now we must fight the whole 
question out to a finish in the open or kill 
il1e church. Too many Unitarians and 
'liberal Christians' are being placed in the 
pulpits of the Presbyterian and Baptist 
churches. They must be put out, and the 
teachers who sow the seeds of disharmony 
must be discredited in our divinity schools." 

Mind ls Our Support. 
Opulence Is the Law of Life. 

BY RONALDS ROMEYEN. 

Just so surely as that the mind has a 
good or ill effect upon the physical body, 
just as surely does your recognition of the 
supremacy of mind affect your financial 
efforts, for, mind does not only affect your 
prosperity, but mind is your prosperity. 
Mind, or the substance of mind, is your 
supply, the substance of alI things. This 
supply never fails, if we know how to use 
and put into daily practice the laws of 
mind. 

The laws of the kingdom of heaven • 
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(harmony) are the true laws and the only 
ones that govern us in reality. It is be
cause of ignorance that men feel them
selves under the limitations and control of 
evil influences and laws. 

Universal statements of truth are often 
too abstract to be grasped by the mind 
that is struggling for freedom from pov
erty, ill-health and the countless errors 
that beset mankind. Therefore we need 
to be specific in dealing with the errors 
that the student meets daily, in his journey 
out of ignorance. 

It is no part of the Christ Life (True 
Life) to be poor any more than it is to sin 
or be sick. 

Jesus was not poor, nor did he lack for 
any good thing. He had command of the 
whole world. Could not 'he who increased 
the leaven and fishes have increased money 
likewise? Could not he who could bring 
forth money from a fish's mouth to pay 
his taxes (Matt. 17 :27) bring it forth from 
any pla.:e? He who could ,make the fisher
man's trade a great success by making such 
droughts of fish that they could 'hardly 
land them (Luke 5 and John 21), was he 
a financial failure? Not so. Let no man 
deceive himself into thinking poverty a 
Christian virtue. 

Why misunderstand Jesus' saying, "The 
Son of Man hath not where to lay his 
head? Were not the disciples' homes open 
to him? Do we not read of his head 
lying upon a pillow in one of their ships 
(Mark 4:38)? I'.row could this saying be 
true of a man with whom "Women and 
many others ministered of their substance" 
(Luke 8 :3), who could command the 
room and table of rich men: "Zaccheus, 
make 'haste and come down, for today I 
must abide at thy house, and -he made 
haste and came clown and received them 
joyfully" (Luke 19 :56). Was he not con
tinually invited to feasts and to partake 
of hospitality at almost every place he 
went, and his desciples with him? 

Jesus knew that the Father would pro
vide all things needed. Said he to his 
disciples: ""When I sent you without 
purse and scrip and shoes, lacked ye any
thing? And they said, nothing" (Luke 
22:25). 

Far from expecting his disciples to be 

poor, he promised them: "There is no 
man that hath left house or brethren, or 
sister, or mother or wife or children, or 
lands for my sake and the gospel's, but he 
shall receive an hundred-fold, now in this 
time, houses and brethren and sisters and 
mothers and children and lands with per
secutions; and in the world to come eter
nal life" (Mark 10:29-30. 

''But thou shalt remember the Lord thy 
God, for it is he that giveth thee the power 
to get wealth" (Deut. 8 :18). 

"If ye be willing and obedient ye shall 
eat of the good of the land" '(Is. 1 :19). 

"Yea, the Almighty shall be thy defense 
and thou shalt have plenty o'f silver" (Job 
22:25). 

"Take no thought ( anxiety or worry 
burdens the flow of divine substance) for 
the morrow, for the morrow shall take 
thought of the things of itselg." (Matt 
6 :34). 

Knowledge of spiritual law gives also 
knowledge of its shadow, called nat
ural law. Mine! decides the character of 
all natural laws by ruling the thoughts 
that form them. Mater.ial appearances are 
formed, reformed, made to appear or dis
appear by dealing with their causes, just 
as men govern the pictures cast upon a 
magic lantern screen by their handling of 
the lights and slides, or as we cast a 
shadow upon the wall or a reflection in the 
mirror by our management of the objects 
we wish to be reflected. 

Man must have dominion over the earth 
as it is commanded, and this dominion is 
manifest as be proves his power over all 
false thinking. By ruling the elements 
within himself he governs those without. 

You may be what you will-but will 
rightly, will strongly, and be not afraid, 
ye children of the Most High, to give voice 
to the words that you desire to see mani
fested in your life. Remember that the 
words you speak, once spoken, are beyond 
recall, for weal or for woe, for they are 
things of Life. "For my words are spirit 
and they are Life * * * and the 
Word is Goel." 

Great centers of Intelligence are not de
pendent upon others for their peace of 
mind.-Evalyn Davis. 
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The temple is the soul; . the lights in the 
temple are the thoughts. .The radiation . 
from . these lights. is the carrying of the 
Christ message into all the world.'-Evalyn 
Davis. 

"Theopneusty," or "Truth Lived, 
Supplying Life's Needs." 

Written fo1· The Stellar Ray by Mrs. l(,loise 
Shepherd, B. 0., 2806 !ilgi1~ Ave., 

Houston, Tex. 

Among the most familiar phenomena of 
nature, is that of the sun's power to.extend 
invisible ar'ms and lift into· the earth's at
mosphere portions of the elemental com
bination known as. water .. Indeed, heat, or· 
other unknown forces flowing from our 
solar center· are the only primary motives 
of which chemistry has knowledge, what
ever mechanical devices the genius of man.
kind has succeeded in marshaling for the 
better advancement of inventive purposes. 

We see water evaporated through this 
active, principle, held. in solution in atmos
pheric spheres, formed into cloud condi
tions, and, from electric or some chemical 
change, condensed into rain drops and fall
ing again to the earth, When clc:;ar water 
is .thi.ts caught up and resolved into visible 
rain, we are not surprised to see clear wa
ter descend again from the clouds. .Sup
pose, now, that the sun had exercised its 
lifting powers upon black water, would not . 
black .instead of clear water fall in showers 
of rain? True, the sun possesses a purify
ing or filterfog might; but we are employ
ing the figure for a lesson, and assuming 
that the sun can lift and allow to ·descend, 
'only such colored fluids as it falls upon; 
that the condensing forces 'can condense 
only such as tlie sun-heat. holds in solution. 

Personal Aura-Sphere . . 
The earth's atmosphere is only a "water

sphere ;" also that water is the great earth- . 
solvent for salts and sweets and the various 
crystaline substances of which • we. have 
knowledge. Now, the atmosphere of the 
earth stands related to the solid planet just 
as the aura-sphere of the person is related 
to the personality. All. life_ is one vast sys-

tern of chemistry. Thought is the supreme 
generator of elements, . and through them 
effects flow to us and become manifest re
sults,' just as rain forms ·and falls through 
electric or other chemical action. Here we 
come upon the most tremendous, the most 
solemn, sublime and awful_ truth which 
faces human understan.ding. These force.; 
can only condense and materiaiize such 
substances as are generated and incorpor
ated into the aura-sphere of our bodily 
selves, substanc;es which we have created 
by the character of our thought; good for 
good or evil for evil, just as black or clear 
rain must fall where black or clear water 
has been evaporated by the sun. 

Realizing that this life is but one day in 
the long, the ~ternal journey we are mak
ing, perforce, and that· ascent to certain 
heights enables a wider visiori than , 
is possible upon lower lands, we are 
forced to the conviction, • however unwel
come; that when heavy burdens are 
laid upon us and sore trials lie across our 
way, only that which we ourselves have 
engendered by our thought-or action 
which is thought's offspring-somewhere 
along the• way in the far, far past, perhaps, 
is falling-black-rain-like-into an exist-· 
ence we have prepared it for; and that we 
are merely getting our own; or, as Jesus 
said, reaping what we have sown'. • The 
man who goes blind has somewhere, some
time, refused to • see the deep need of wife 
or child or friend or foe; and so refusing, 
has engendered in his aura-sphere a specific 
substance, and the materializing forces can 
only operate upon that which he has engen
dered. The law, we repeat, operates un
er,r:ingiy either for weal or for woe. The 
niggardly, stingy, avaricious man will find 
precipitated into his affairs the. very spirit 
with which he has impregnated the aura
sphere of his own personality. Surely he 
can have no right to expect that the 'al
chemy of being shall· precipitate gold into 

• manifestation when he has only hoarded 
the baser metals. Such results would dis
integrate the universe, for they would her
ald an overthrow cif all governing law, He 
who hesitates not to pass unholy judgment 
·upon his human brothers .and sisters must, 
with equal certainty,. be judged after the 
manner he has judged others. Aye, more; 
the cur.rents of bitterness he has statted 
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will have followed their courses, attracting 
• to . themselves all kindred thought encoun
ter!!d; and, retuming as they must to their 
progenitor, be increased multifold; and .the 
unhap_py author of the wrack must reap 
\vhatever he has sown. 

. A Blin'a. Man <;;uided. 
Suppose a blind man is being guided by 

one who sees and is in every way able to 
lead his charge in the way of either good 
or ill; the while, the blind man is unaware 
of • being led at all, but imagines himself 
walking unaided and unled. How easy for 
the one doing the leading and possessed of 
sight, to guide the blind one· into smooth 
paths and along byways of peace and good, 
or into thorny retreats and where ill-for
.tune and unhappy conditions exist. 

In a sense· we are all blind. Generally 
speaking, we perceive but little of the 
spirit side of life yet in that side or sphere 
are strong, invisible ones who guid!! and 
direct our affairs; often, while we flatter 
ourselves we are going about and manag
ing matters according to our own good 
pleasure. 

Out of the invisible-invisible as water 
held in · solution atmospherically-arise 
events and form certain good or bad condi
tions ; and we wonder. at our good fortune 
or bewail the opposite. Ah ! we had gen~ 
erated the quality ourselves and the presid
ing genius of our merits manipulated the 
.forces • which could do naught save just 
what they did. No more mystery prevails 
relative to this deduction than that black 
~r clear rain should descend after either 

. colored fluid had been lifted into the region 
of raiµfall. If apology is demanded for 

• repetition of this figure, its importance. may 
furnish· one; otherwise pass over the need. 

In no realm of truth does this law apply 
more forcibly than in the race-belief of 
mortality; or the necessity, for losing the 
hody as a whole in what men call death. 
·When death~beliefs are held from birth, be
-queathed as heritage and instiiled as a truth 
by parents, Sunday school teachers and 
preachers, enforced by literary argument 
arid in every possible manner, substantially 
incorporated into the individuality, how, 
,in •. reason's dear name, we a:sk, how can 
life-conditions materialize and clothe the 
spirit with aught else than a dying corpor-

eality? Merely ·the dregs of existence; the 
dim, dark quality.of death-thought has been 
engendered by the mino. and must impreg
nate .the aura-sphere; then. how can death 
of the body and all it means to the indi~ 
vidual fail to materialize? "I wish I could 
ac<:ept that doctrine," said a gentleman to 
me recently, "but I can't. Guess it's too 
deep -for me." Well, so long as he "don't" 
and "caµ't,'' he will nev!!r demonstrate oth
er than a dying -selfhood. As to the ques
tion being too deep, I-hold that we haye a 
right by virtue o_f our heavenly Fatherhood 

_ to come boldly . into the presence of our 
Creator and demand to know· the- inner 
truth of our own being. How else can we 

_ be expected by that Cre.ator to live in har
m,9ny with Hi's laws? 

Triumphant Belief in Life. 
Show us a human persortification of tri

umphant belief in Life; one who has dis
cerned the utter fallacy, the entire nothing
ness 'of belief in the shadow-nothing that 
me_n call death, and we will show one who 
is · demonstrating in. bodily expression by 
the surmounting ·of every difficulty, the 
actual· precipitation of thought-substance 
his belief has ·generated. We will present 
for inspection a· human personality marked 
by all the fineness of bodily texture known 

• to characterize renewed youth; or the plain
realization of promises made to· the race by 
holy men, who in past- ages were inspired 
of God. (Isaiah 40-31 and Psalm 53-5). 
If. these· servants of the- Mos_t High Sov
ereign G~d did not give the ra~e falsehoods 
for illustration, then we have the best of 
grounds for our ·claim. Vitality, elasticity 
and strength, in fact as ,well as in appear
ance, charac_terize. a condition of matured 
youth, and belief can and will lead to their 
expression. 

Belief in Death. 
Belief in death frames a crumbling earth 

beneath oui- feet. It throws ever deepening 
and lengthening shadows athwart our path
way. It induces thick ·clouds of fear and 
dread to lower darkly about our heads. It 
extinguishes . light and dispels peace; and 
fills our life-journey w'ith weariness and 
distress and gloom. • • 

Belief in LIFE fixes a strong foundation 
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for our footsteps. It sheds a gleaming radi- of the greater expression of the semi-con
ance over all our lighted way. In sweetest stant density of all particles of matter. 
strains, the music of the spheres is -heard From these parts man draws, or forms 

. by the traveler. The shadows roll back- his idea of soul's persistency with love and 
ward, the skies unfold, and from purple, light as its goal. 
star-crowned heights beyond the -shores of Both the genius and the fool is due to 
time, white..:winged spirits from heaven- mattf;rs of symmetry, one is soon forgot
·the innermost-bearing the golden chalice ten, links into oblivion; the other cruci
of peace, descend and bear us away · from fied, obtains post-mortem deification. 
heartache .and care into realms scarce of In the telepsychic and telepathic, we see 
the earth even though we tread its solid the crux of the sixth race development. 
ground, Belief, the generating of true life- In this new age, aquarian, which "has suc
thought, fills our perceptions with aff de- ceeded the. piscean, we find that it is not 
scribable and indescribable good. Through - sacrifice that is demanded, but "prevention" 
the powers flowing from this mighty form- and ·a life of willing service. The highest • 
·ative agency, a complete fullness fills our self-interest promoting br inducing mutual 
cup to overflowing. Our basket and store helpfulness, co-ordinated dependence of in-:
is increased. A radiant, magnetic energy terests. 
pervades our entire selfhood. Joy gleams From the writer's thirty years' work 
with incandesc.ent brightness . wherever our along telepathic lines, he 'has demonstrated 
footsteps lead. • Strength . is dispensed and proven that animals transmit mtorma
wherever needed, and in the dispensing we tion a la telepathy, and that the souls of 
grow stronger. A light- not perceived by sleeping persons commune with eacn other, 
the outer senses enfolds us, and dangers in fact .express desires that are actect on. 
otherwise unseen are avoided. A crown Great are Thy works, oh Lord of Hosts. 
of blessing rests upon our brow, and it_lto H. S. LE VALLEY. 
our while life is, instilled a peace that pass- Editor the Kankakee Telepsydiist, 
etl-i understanding; while with glad voice 
we are constrained to sing; • 
"Glory be to God on High. Oh, the won

drous story ! 
.I was dead but now I live. Glory, Glory, 

Glory!" • 

•• * * 

Tinklings of fl T elepsychic' s Bell. 
FROM 22 KENSINGTON AVE., KANKAKEE, ILL. 
Editor THE STELLAR RAY. 

Generally considered the result of phy
sical movement is spiritual progress. 

All manifestation is retarded motion of 
which the spirit is the finer and higher 

• rate of vibration, its slower and lower rate 
being termed matter. 

These . statements are drawn from the 
scientific conception of the atom or mole
cule. 

They being formed from the primary 
etheric nomad's polygoi;ial as to shape, with 
a vacuous center, each. atom h_aving a spot 
of greatest density and an a_rea of expanded 
buoyancy called its dillitent manifestation. 

We speak of this dillitency as allowing 

• • * 

A Prayer for Strength. 
BY MILTON BAKER. 

I pray not that my daily task be lighter, 
I pray not that my, burdens be made less; 

Nor wish to see the .Sun of Joy shine 
brighter, 

Nor want the world my nobler deeds to 
bless. 

I pray for daily strength my task to con
. quer, 

And bear my burdens with a manly zeal; 
I do not want a joy, whose fire is stronger;. 

Nor seek to vulgar glory to appeal. 

Man is not an evolvement, viz. : a• prod
uct of evolution, but an eternal verity that 
forever manifests infinite wisdom on earth 
pl~ne of consciousness. 

The different stages of man's intellectual 
or spiritual states, called progression and 
retrogression, are due to planetary and 
zodiacal positions, changes and operations. 
-Dr. Carey, 



Stellar Science Department 

A Scientific Basis for All Religion. 
EDITORIAL 

Many races have come and gone, differ
ent civilizations have arisen and decayed; 
various religions have manifested and dis
appeared, or in the course of time been 
changed, but the signs of the Zodiac and 
their symbology remain unchanged ; they 
are. the same today as when the first teach
ers gave forth to the world the wisdom, 
which· was to form a great part of the 
knowledge for the evolving of the human 
race. 

Although the Zodiac and planetary sym
bols have existed. always, the great Zoroa
strain religion was based entirely upon the 
esoteric part of. astrology, in which the 
seven great principles of good and so-called 
evil were worshipped, not the planets them
selves, but the influences back of them. 

Then there flourished a religion, which 
has never been equaled, so far as the de
votional • element was concerned. It was a 
religion. that dominated its adherents' whole 
life, not to be taken up and laid aside at 
will. 

No matter how engrossed with worldly 
matters these people were, they always 
found time for the worship of those great 
spiritual influences. There were temples 
dedicated to the seven planets, in which 
festivals were held. 

There was also one great temple dedi~ 
cated to the sun, and no grander sight could 
be seen· than the vast multitude, at sunrise, 
engaged in the worship, not of the outward 
image of the great Solar God, but of the 
infinite Spirit back of it. 

They realized that the sun with its daz
zling. light· and genial warmth was but the 
outward manifestation of an infinite power 
for· good.· 

They followed closely the tables of plan
etary hours for. worship, ·or whatever was 

to be done, these tables indicating when the 
influences were conducive to meditation 
and concentration. 

This religion was carried into all de
partments of life; the schools . for the edu~ 
cation of their chil<;l.ren were .conducted 
upon the same principle, and a different 
training was given to a child born tinder 
the influence of Saturn, than to one born 
under the influence of Mars. 

The schools were divided ito classes, cor
responding to the different stellar influences 
under which the pupils were manifesti1i1g'. 

A Chart Cast at Birth. 
At the birth of ~ • child an. astrologer ( a 

priest of their religion) was called, and 
the figure was- cast so that they were able 
to tell from the time of birth the predomi
nating· influences, and thus determine the 
course of training best calculated to draw 
out its latent characteristics, and they found 
that by gathering the same type of children 
together they could make more rapid pro
gress than when indiscriminately mixed. 

A child of Venus was never taught .in a 
Saturn class, but all were educated as the 
disposition and temperament rendered 
necessary. 

Our educational institutions would profit 
greatly by following their method in the 
education of our youth, by placing them 
under instruction according to the influ
ences dominating each pupil at the time of 
birth. ' 

The present system, as now practiced, is 
ineffectual in bringing out the indivi<;lual 
talents but tends to cast all minds in ·one 
mould.-

One great error as , we would now ex-
• press . it, was made though it was only 
natural in the conditions which then ex
isted, and that was in keeping the knowl
edge and wisdom among the few, and in 
time the priests or teachers became cor-
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rupt and used their knowledge to impose 
upon the people and work out selfish mo
tives, changing affairs to suit themselves. 
The result we already know, the effect tipon 
this divine science, to say nothing of its 
effect 4pon the human race. 

The Chaldean religion, similar to the 
Zoroastrian, ;,tppealed to the devoti0nal -ele
ment in- man and woman, and they were a 
most peaceful and contented people. 

Sickness or Ill Health Was Rare. 
Those who were suffering from physicai 

ailments were brought to the temples to be 
healed, . though sickness and ill health were 
rai,-e occurrences,' because the people lived 
very close to the laws of God, With the 

, ,coming· down of the darkness of material
ism, the knowledge and wisdom. of those 
days have been lost to humanity and during 
the past few centuries men have not really 
known to what God to turn . for. aid. 

.Those who will look back into the history 
of religions of the· world, will see that the 
one that succeeded in producing harmony 
and purity among its adherents, had its 
place in the evolution of the human race, 
although it was builded wholly on the sci
ence of the influences of the planets, which 
the majority criticise and , condemn today 
through ignorance. 

Why has the religious and scientific 
world failed to determine the· origin and 
destiny of htiman life? We answer it is, 
becau·se the truths contained in this science 
of the stars have been practically lost. 

Human perception is unable to realize 
what it would mean to the world to- have 
intelligent attention directed to .a consid
eration of the eternal verities of existence, 
mapped out for countless ages in celestial 
symbols, which should be understood by 
all. 

To Cease Buffeting Fate. 
It is unable to realize what it shall mean 

when mankind will have. ceased buffeting 
so-called fate and be· able to move in har
mony with the great forces that surround 
him, ever ready to bear him where he wills 
to go, as the ocean· swimmer rides forward 
on the crest of the wave that would other
wise overwhelm him, and to his knowledge 
of the law is his power due. 

The prejudice existing concerning stellar 
science is based largely upon the idea that 

it teaches fatalism. This is a mistaken· con
ception; everything in nature is fated but 
man, who • has the· will-power, if he will 
but use it,. to control his fate. It should 
be remembered that the stars incline but 
do not compel. 

The law is perfect, it is only through ~he 
misuse of force and action tliat man suffers, 

• and knowledge gives the power of con,- • 
formity with the law. 

It was from the Zoroastrian religion that 
the Nazarene founded his concepts of the 
great truths which he expounded. 

Esoteric astrology teaches the great prin
ciples of the creation and evolution of all 
existence, and when general attention is 
given to this • sci\:nce and its solution of 
life's problems then shall humanity move 
in harmony with its varied adaptations, 
and life become richer and grander than the • 
imagination is rtow able to predict. • 

It is a grand truth that we may become 
wise men and women arid rule our stars. 

Were • You. Born in the · Sign Leo or 
Virgo:> 

Those who were born between the 22nd 
of July and the 22nd of August would have 
the sun in the sign Leo, and would recog
nize some of the following characteristics 
as their own to a greater or less degree, 
depending upon the time in the month at 
which . they were born, also the influence . 
of the . sign rising and of all planets in the 
chart. 

The sun in Leo, or the fifth house, brings 
• out more clearly the qualities of the sun. 
The native is ambitious and aspiring, is 
capable of filling positions of responsibility; 
also fond of exercising authority; has a 
dignified bearing, still is generous, mag
nanimous, affectionate and sympathetic. 
This position favors all who rule over or 
direct and employ others; also school inas
ters and instructors, the native being gen
erally found in some more or less responsi~ 
ble position. Whatever his sphere in life, 
it is difficult for him to act in subordinate 
capacities unless he has others under him, 
or the indications of serving are prominent 
in his natal figure, 

This should be kept in mind as an es-
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sential part· that goes to make' up the pri
mary qµalities of the native, but the whole 
map must be· considered and the. influences 
combined as a whole. • 

The· sun in Leo inclines to special kind'
heartedness and sociability, also suscepta
bility to affairs of the heart. It also ·con
tributes to the manifestation of genius if 
other. positions support it. The native is a 
deep thinker and prefers to • go to the bot
tom of any subject in which he may be in
terested.· 

In Virgoi 
If you were born between the 23rd of 

August and the 22nd of September you 
were born when the sun was in the sign 
Virgo, and its nativ_es are essentially prac~ 
tical. They are described as particularly 
critical and they number among them many 
of the best literary and art critics of the· 
ages, and their criticisms are worth while, 
for not only do they point out wherein the 
fault lies but' they also advise a remedy for 
the e,rror. They are extremely cleanly in 
their habits, often bordering on fastidious
ness in dress. They are kind iµ disposition, 
are noted for their honesty, truth and jus
tice, having the nature of the judge. They 
possess an ideal love for home and chil
clren. 

· The sun in Virgo, or the sixth hoi.ts1:., .s 
favorable • for the acquisition of money 
through liter_ary, medical or scientific work, • 
book reading or secretarial work. 

The disposition is rather serious or st1;lf 
clued and may be at times melancholy, lack
ing hope, not sufficiently self-assertive. 

• -From Birth to Goal. 
BY ALLEN ROSENKRANS. 

W~ will·.not deny, with sad dismay, 
Our beginning far and • 1ow, 

Clear seen in the vista of the day 
Of the Eon's ebb and flow. 

For 'tis not a tale of sin and shame, 
The story true of our birth, 

Whe·n pulsed the fierce primeval flame 
That nursed 'the nascent earth. 

And the spark that struck there was divine, 
And kind and wise and great, 

The Purpose high whose crescent shrh1e 
Illumes to the Final Fate. 

For man that the· lowly birth did know, 
Soars -onward and upward still, 

And our brave, strong race at the ·1ast 
shall go 

To the God's immortal thrill. 

Divine Scienc~ of the Stars. 
The Stellar Ray endorses the following 

article from • the August Adept, by C. A. 
Grimmer. 

It is full time that those teaching and 
practicing Stella,r Science should eliminate_ 
the _bugbear of inexorable fate.. Each per
son is fated .until he. becomes free. To the 
brave and nof the weak victory is sure. 
Evil conies from the abuse of . knowledge 

• • or from ignorance of the law. The law 
governing this universe is order, justice 
and ·harmony. Mt. Grimmer says: 

Astrology is the only mathematical sci-
. ence that recognizes the Deity and opposes 
the material tendency of retrogressive 
thought. The knowledge of astrology en
·abled John Kepler to discover the three 
great laws of astronomy, without which· as
tronomy would have no standing in the sci
entific world. The first is that the planets 
move in ellipses, with -the -sun in one-of the 
foci. The second • that the radius-vector 
sweeps over equal eras in equal times. The: 
thir'cl, that the square of the periodical time· 
is proportional to the cube of the same dis
tance. This great man published that he ,,. 
had had an unfailing experience of the in
fluences of the planets by the conjunction 
and aspects which had instructed and 
compelled his unwilling belief. • 

Since Kepler's time no person has been 
able to logically -disprove planetary influ
ence. The law of vibration by which stel
lar influence affects our earth and all life 
thereon .has always been the keystone to 
the astrological arch. The law of vibra
tion, however;· has only been accepted by 
the scientific world in recent years. Today 
the universities and colleges teach as a 
modern dis~overy the_ primal astrological 
law of vibration, known to the ancient 
Chaldean astrologers. 

Astrology teaches· that the vibration _of 
the sun, moon and planets exert a great in
fluence on the ether, atmosphere, sea, earth 
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animal life and the nervous organism of 
man. From the position of the planets at 
one's birth the astrologer is enabled to fore
cast the good and evil periods of life. This 
pre-knowledge enables us to guard against 
great adversity, and gives us the time when 
to .push our affairs to partial or complete 
success, according to • the strength o_f the 
individual horoscope. 
• Astrology does not teach the doctrine of 

inevitable fate; for man may adjust mat
ters to his advantage, provided he possesses 
a knowledge of astrology as applied to his 
time of birth. 

The chief merit of astrology is that it 
teaches how with ordinary intelligence we 
can master the science of life; how to pro-, 
duce offspring free from physical and men-

• tal diseases, to make a pure and noble race. 
Every Eugenic Society imparts the infor- • 
mation needed to bring into being an ideal 
race. This will eradicate the criminal, the 
immoral, the insane, and relieve society of -
the burden· of maintaining asylums and 
penal institutions. 

* * * 
"The Aquarian Reason.". 

BY L. E, JOHNDRO, 

Director of the Uranian School of Astrol
ogy, Rochester, New York. 

The following paragraphs consist of ex
tracts from an answer to criticisms of the 
Science of Astrology, by L. E. J ohndro, 
who is, unquestionably one of.the most able 
mathematicians of the day in his field of 
activity: 

* * * * 
Astrology in its early stages was neces- . 

sarily merely symbolism, for it was founded 
on observation of the heavenly bodies alone 
and without any knowledge of physical 
laws, dynamics, or Newtonian principles. 

The law of crystal angles appears to 
have been known, and must have been 
known, to the early chemists, but beyond 
this the astrological dictrine of Ptolemy 
gives no hint of any other than purely ob
servational origin. 

When more became known of celestial 
dynamics and Newton demonstrated the 
law of gravitation to be universal, there was 
found a great .need or restricting symbolism 
within the bounds of these laws and elim-

inating all "apparent truths" which would 
not conserve to them. 
• , With Copernicus, Bode, and Kepler came 
the death blow to Ptolemy's observational 
theories, and much of the symbolic foun
dation of· Astrology was found to be an 
inverted image of laws and facts, that is 

• to say, they were found to be pure mys
ticism. But observation of the heavenly 
bodies did not cease with the disillusion
ment of Ptolemy; op. the contrary, they 
were continued with greater zeal and made 
to explain themselves in the light of these 
new-found laws. 

This· gave rise to Astronomy as it was 
then and has since been developed. 

Astrology then began to decline by con
tinuing to drift on in a state of symbolism 
more or less after the example of Ptoleniy, 
and without a single effort-at least on 
record-to readjust itself to the postula-
tions of these laws. , 

The prevailing religious and superstitious 
atmosphere of the times and the lack of 
secular education, together with the love of 
mystery and supernormal phenomena prev
alent in the Orient, easily led Astrology 
from symbolism further into mysticism, 
rather than directed it into scientific chan
nels such as give rise to Astronomy. 

Our criti~s may inquire why the above 
conditions retarded Astrology more than 
Astronomy. The answer is simple. As
tronomy was dealing .with what at that 
time was considered "dead" matter, while 
laws ·governing living organisms, which, 
at that time, no one thought of, or dared 
to think of~ apart from religious sentiment; 
nay, not even the astrologers themselves. 

At this late day of secular education and 
the knowledge that all matter is living mat
ter, and that all matter obeys its laws 
within the molecule, the atom and the cor
puscle, regardless of how it presents itself 
to our material senses, such a divergence of 
Astronomy and Astrology would be inex
cusable, but once severed, the task ·of cor
recting established traditions and elim:. 
inating egotistic notions is ever a slow and 
discouraging one. 

* * * * 
Accepting the fact that the "signs" are 

of but symbolic value, they still facilitate in 
• representing the true angles between the 
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planets referred to the center of the ~arth· 
that is, they show planets' gravitational 
angles in the plane of the earth orbit or 
motion, and these angles are the real prob
lem of influence-an influence that even 
decides the orbit and rate of motion and 
rotation of the earth, subject of course to 
the consideration of mass. 

* * * * 
There are angles between the planets 

which produce no well-defined mundane is
sues and there are others, known as "as
pects" in Astrology, which produce definite 
and • unalterable re.suits; not only in con
nection with atmospheric conditions, earth 
magnetism, etc., but upon states of con~ 
sciousness, intelligence, and the • circum
stances of all "living organisms." 

Those definite angles best known in As
trology are the same ones best known to 
the mineralogist and chemist, though no 
claim is made of completed research in this 
direction by either the astrologer or the 
chemist. 

The twelve "mundane houses" used in 
Astrology rest upon the same principle, 
but only their cusps are considered in scien
tific astrology. 

Astrology determines these angles by 
trigonometric formulas that are a part of 
any text-book on Astronomy. 

* * * * 
It sounds a little odd when the astrologer 

says the zenith determines one's business, 
but when we stop to consider that the 

. zenith angle is the plum-line or gravity 
angle, and that "business" is but another 
term for what one applies, coheres, or grav
itates to, the mystery and mysticism are 
not so apparent, and we have a "coinci
dence" between the revelations of chem
istry and the observational evidence of 
thousands of horoscopes that is worthy a 
little research for truth's sake. 

Why the cusps of the other "mundane 
houses" rule certain and only certain things 
in the individual life is not yet scientifically 
clear, but neither is it clear to the chemist 
why one substance crystallizes at different 
angles than another, yet it does, and not 

• even a fool aounts the results of the chem
ist's fests in· this direction...:.....tests that, for 
that matter, are as purely qbservational as 
those employed by the astrologer.· 

Why the different planets have different 
influences even in the same angles is not 
at all • clear in science, except that obser
vation . has practically eliminated the pos
sibility of mere coincidence, but if the rev
elations of the solar and planetary spec
trums continue at their present rate; As
_trophysics will, ere long, batter down the 
mystery; and as the properties of light be
come ·better known, and its relation to 
electro-chemistry, electro-biology, metabol
ism, and psychology meets scientific analy
sis, the already dimly recognized will ·have 
become the understood in all its whys and 

. wherefores. 
The results of X Ray and Violet Ray 

experimentalism is the very borderland of 
astrological evidence. 

This brings us to a. consideration of one 
of our critic's parting ·"jokes" where he 
says : "They even tell you particular colors 
and stones that are adapted for. those born 
under certain signs." 

It would seem _possible that . this critic 
is not familiar with the re'sults of experi
ments that have been and are being made 
in regard to the "effects of colors" on the 
mind and temperament of children and even 
mature individuals-omitting the more ex
tensive researches as to their actions on 
the lower animals and cellular organisms 
in every form. 

He may not know that two specially 
equipped colleges are being erected in this 
country for this special purpose alone. 

Does he not know that while science puts 
no value on colors ( except the symbolic 
value of common parlance) it is constantly 
giving more and -more attention to those 
modes of matter and corpuscular vibrations 
which they evidence, and which are fast 
revolutionizing our biologic, vathologic, and 
psychologic conceptions or theories ? 

Or does he deny all the evidence of the 
Astrophysicist, and can he not get beyond 
the symbolism qf colors to the mighty law 
for which they stand and silently plead? If 
not, he is in as sad a plight as the mystical 
astrologers who harp of colors as realities 
rather than as a bit of Nature's writing 
,on the wall-'her shadowgraph • to poor 
blind Man-pleading for. their understand
ing of her laws. 

As for· "birthstones," only a mystic 
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claims any magic of them, buf they are frue 
tributes to the· law of crystals and as fitting 
a symbol of Astrology as the clasped hands 
are of friendship. If fools have imagined 
more of them that is no fault of Astrology 

_ but evidence of the danger of symbolisn;i 
upon an untrained min_d. 

·* * * * 
Let ~ur critic investigate and di-g up a 

real argument against Ast!ology, not as~ 
trologers, if he can, arid he will at least 
not n_eed to have recourse to quoting the 
very utterances of the class he condemns. 

Let him not hold the weakness of any of 
his fellowmen up as scientific argument, 
let him hold up the facts of science and '!et 

' us abide by them. • • 
Let Astrology step out of its professional 

garb~ let it be investigated conservatively 
on known faws, and let it have the financial 
backing needed. for 'proper· research, and 

• we shall s~e which shall go down for all 
time, Astrology or man's ridiculous egotism, 
and we shall see whicr is infinitely su
preme, Natural Law or Man, their product. 

• * * 

Spain's Princess. 
BY ·BENJAMIN WILLIAMS. 

I have before me the horoscopal chart 
of the baby princess born to the Queen of 
Spain, June 22, at 6 :20 a. m. All Spain is 
rejoicing and they niay well rejoice, for 
thi-s baby girl will grow to be a grand wo
man. 

The figure of her birth indicates a beau~ 
tiful woman, a little above middle height; 
light wavy hair, fair complexion, with blue 
eyes, sensitive, refined, intellectual, there 
she stands smiling. I _see her as many will 
see her in the future when she has . become 
famous, not alone because of her royal par
entage but because of her beauty and· cul
ture. 

Music will be her delight, art will fas
cinate her and she will be equally at home 

, in the realm of literature or of diplo1nacy 
and statecraft. Her mind possesses the 
penetration anp. fiery energy of the war
rior god Mars, while Saturn lends depth 
and stab°ility. She need not study the art 
of love, for all the piquancy· of Venus born· 
of the· ocean foam is 'her natural heritage. 

• Many will rejoice at her smile, and many 

'. will despair ·of attaining her love. . 

lle:i:: fortune is linked with that of poor 
crippled Spain. Although she . will marry, 
reside· and have many· interests, financiaJ 
and political in an6ther country, Y!!t her 
heart will remain in Spain. She will be 
apt to love a relative whose fortune has de
clined with that of his • country, and be 
forced to marry·a man of another national
ity who has wealth and a high positibn, 
but whom she will not love. She will· ortly 
let this mar her happiness to a degree; for 
Uran us is posited in her house of Jove, and 
shows that she will still love and be· love<l 
by others, thus brightening her life in her 
new home.· • 

The dark blot upon her life is the condi
tion of her native country: It is doomed. 
Perhaps even before she: reaches i:naturity 
its final destiny will 9e sealed. Constantly 
will she strive to bring about a better con
dition of affairs. She will sacrifice her 
own happiness, spending • her money and 
laboring incessantly for this_ unhappy peo0 

pie. Her brothers will oppose her line of 
action, and she may be misunderstood I by 
her people. • 

Her husband_ will not sympathize with 
the cause sne 10ves, auu the press may op-

• pose her efforts in behalf of her country
men; She will lead an eventful life, trav
eling much and writing some. Her· chart 
indicates wealth and promfoence, especi
ally in political ~ircl~s, many friends and 
several children. These • latter will be a 
delight and comfort to her in her old. age, . 
£or to whatever eminence she rises, she 
will ultimately, by the weight of corrupt 
politics and the realization that her ambi
tions can never be fulfilled, retire to ob
scurity with her children as a solace to ht':'_ 

disappointment. • 

Thus in a general way has been 011tlined_ 
the life of a babe born June 22d, 190P, who 
will become one of the brightest minds of 
Europe. 

What a wonderful thing is the soul.· 
linked . by a thread of· light to the stars. 
Is it any wonder that the ancient Egyptians • 
and Chaldi spent ·ages in studying the 
heavens· ·and the relation: -of the starry orbs 
of night to the liuman soul embodied and 
finding human destiny dependent on their 
wonderful movements in the firmament they 
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called .this science<'The Science of the Soul 
and Stars" or briefly, Astrology? 

• • • 
The Wheel of Fate. 

BY DR. GEORGE W. CAREY, . 

Out from the voiceless realm -of mystery. 
profound-out from the nothingness of rest 
and inertia comes the Wheel of Fate. 

Silently and • swiftly it crushes a path • 
thr,ough the debris of unorganized sub
stance-:i path for mortal feet. Sometimes 
the wheel rolls over beds of flint and only 
leaves a trace of its contact; and the pil-

grim must p~er closely with hand shading 
his eyes in order th,\t he may. pursue his 
devious way. . . .. . , 
• The- searchligh~ of suns :ind planets cast 

,their. rays along the· Great Way predestinfd . 
for the Wheel and forces. that were before 
form,c before sµbstance, 1 beiore nothingn~sa 
or silence, push the Wheel on and on re
sistless as God. 

Blessed is he who follows the Wheel 
patiently ;md uncornplaining-follo}V the 
path that 13eems to emerge ,from tll,e dusk 
of nothingness and end in tne darkness of 
the unknowable,. 

Department of Psychic Research 
A WE INSPIRING EVENTS 

BY EDGAR LUCIEN LARKIN. 

Behold all these things. Nearly all that 
portion of the earth commonly called 
Christendom is involved. By this I mean 
all those nations wherein Christianity is the 
leading religion, whether established by 
law, or voluntarily. adopted by the people. 

Events are now occurring that are en
tirely beyond, the power of man to control; 
and far and away above the ability of phy
sii::al science to explain. The chemist, phy
sicist, electrician, are mute; and of course 
• the mathematician cannot get his gigantic 
powers into range. 

Automatic writing is now spreading all 
over Christendom. This is where people 
suddenly seize writing materials and write, 
usually with the most incredible rapadity, 
on subjects of which they are totally ignor-

• ant. Thus a youth who knows nothing of 
any science will write page• after page of 
abstruse things. Automatic poetry, exquis
ite sonnets, poems • and even lyrics aIJ.d 
epics are now being written in many parts 
of the world; and by people unable ordin
arily to write a line of genuine poetry. 

See this : Immense publishing houses as 
McMillan's or Harper's would be taxed to 
get out this mass in book form. Your next 
door neighbor ma:y be. an aut~niatic writer, 

entirely unknown to the world. They fear 
to anounce that they are writers, or display 
their· MSS. They are afni.id of ridicule, . 
a11d disdain. Ignorant persons are liable to 
hurl this epithet at them: . "Oh, you are 
seeing things !" 

Automatic poems, essays, treatises, 
monographs, stories and tales are being 
sent to me from many places. The great 
poems of the world's highest literature are 
exactly imitated by the same writer. The 
subjects written are varied in the extreme, 
but more than half are in relation to man's 
future career. Every automatic writing 
assumes that man is destined to still live 
after the body dies. • Automatic drawings, 
paintings, engravings, etchings, crayon 
work, and the like, are coming with a rate 
unknown to the . ages of the past. Com~ 
binations of colors are . beyond the powers 
of artists.· These paintings purport to be 
of scenes, plants, landscapes in future 
realms. They_ fill the mind with the most 
profound awe, and astonishment. A person 
looking upon these amazing paintings and 
not feeling the very deeps of his soul rise 
to the surface in silent wonder is the abnor
mal one, noi: the painter. 

Automatic music is now starting up in 
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many widely sepa'.rated places. Pianos, gui
tars; violins and other instruments suddenly 
begin to emit harmonies, without visible 
ph,.yers. These events occur in private 
homes; often when people are alone. Auto~ 
matic players touch the piano keys with , 
astounding rapidity. Thus I saw a woman 
playing with one finger only. HP-r left 
hand fell down by her side and was no
where near the keyboard. She closed . all 
the fingers of the right hand save one-

• the middle. ;rhis was held in a most pe
culiar position, vertically. Then my eyes 
could not follow the hand from end to end 
of the bank of keys. It does not seein 
possible for the human hand to move so 
rapidly. No expert pianist with both hands 
can strike more keys. And then the wierd 
music! No tuneful strains ·have ever been 
heard to cqmpare with this simply marvel
ous music. .And may riever be heard· again, 
as she has never been· known to play the 
same strains a!].d chords twice. • 

Lifting heavy weights by the mere touch 
of one finger, like the lifting of a grand 
piano to the ceiling is now a common event. 
Positive assertions, writteh in the most im
pressive language are ·coming up here, tell
ing of the actual passing of solid matter 
directly through solids. Now these writers 
are completely hypnotized· when they pass 
a stone through a plank, or the stone really 
passes. · But if hypnotized and they did not 
have the stone in hand after issuing from 
the wood, then this hypnotizing is of itself· 
a startling fact. 

Apparitions, the appearance of human 
forms, in their old homes; in their usual 
rooms;· when in the body, are now so nu
merous all over Christendom that in many 
cases the friends take thes.e visits as mere 
ordinary events scarcely worthy of remark. 

Little children now suddenly speak He
brew; Greek, -Latin and other ancient lan
guages·, or play grand operas. Taking mat
ter 'out of th~ air and condensing it into 
visible tangible form· ·has occurred. 

Th; time has finally arrived when these 
stµpendous facts cannot be ignored. Tli.e 
ablest men on· earth can now investigate 
these iilimitable wonders, without having 
"the 'fi,;,ger·of·scorn".Pointed·at t~em._ ,Or, 
if one should raise ; the scornful digit, he 
at ~nee stamps himself as being most in-

tensely ignorant of • strange things coming 
fast and coming faster. 
Lowe Observatory, Echo Mountain, Calif., 

June 22, 1909._. 

Extraordinar)J and Supernormal 
Phenomena. 

BY J. ·C. F. GRUMBINE. 

Sine I began my work of teaching, as 
far back as 1893, I have passed through 
some wonderful developments, qulaifying 
me for the expert work which it is my mis
sion to give to students of the new J?Sychol
ogy. Many are teaching how to enter the 
spirit world, how to communiC'ate. with our 
departed spirit friends, how to unfold both 
their supernormal powers and realize their 
Divinity, who have never had any exper
iences personally, or who have never en
tered into actual ·communication with the 
spirit world. I am in daily touch with the 

. world that lies beyond the natural or ma
terial, and it is because this is so that I 
stand so fearlessly and strongly before th.e 
public, championing the cause of Spiritual
ism and urging .all who are earnest and 
sincere, and who do not value money above 
spiritual and eternal t)l.ings to unfold their 
supernormal powers. 

Such is my nearness .to the spirit world, 
that since the transition of my beloved wife 
I am in daily, momentarily to.uch with her 
and the teachers on the spirit side whose 
knowledge and power I respect and hold in 
sacred and unselfish tmst. This knowledge 

• and power, the fulfillment of love, is the 
most priceless treasure any mortal can 
possess. You cannot appreciate this . until 
you know the value of it, by some deep 
loss, or some heart-rendering experience. 
Just to realize as I do the continuous pres
ence of our excarnate loved ones, to feel 
them pressing near and actually touching 
you and answering your • questions and for 
hours holding communion with them, is in
deed a privilege worth .enjoying. And 
when I say that any one can receive this 
evidence by <ioing what I did, an~ making 
the conditions, I state what is the truth, 
which all will some. day demonstrate for 
themselves. 

"There is ·a spiritual alchemy by which 
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duty is transformed into devotion, labor 
lightened by' love, life transformed into 
joyous realization."-The Vendetta. 

The substance of the Universe is spirit
Harmonious, intelligent Activity, of which 
our bodies are the visible expression. Con
sequently disease and unrest have no foun
dation from which to manifest, save in-so
far as, through ignorance of the law, we 

fail to work -along the line of Harmony. 
Harmony is the established order, the 

never-changing law of the Universe; -hence 
. Intelligent Power is _ eternally present. 

. Every cell of my being is now absorbing 
the infinite revelations of · the Universal 
Harmony. This Life exalting stream flow
ing through the avenues of,my being, floods 
me with new life, thrilling every fibre into 
newness and perfection of activity.-Evalyn 
Davis. 

Department of Psychical Sciences 
Unfoldment. 

and 

By J. C. F. GRUMBINE, B. D., 
Fellow of the Society of Science, Letters and Arts, London, Eng. 

Now, it will be well to pause for a mo
ment and explain what sort and kinds of 
supernormal phenomena a student is likely 
to sense or realize who conscientiously 
applies the simple rules here laid down for 
development. It may be that extraneous 
manifestations of excarnate spirits may 
creep in. It may be that some abnormal 
may be mixed with the supernormal forms 
of spirit manifestations. Be this as it may, 
in time and by careful comparisons, as well 
as close observations of normal with super
normal states of the mind, the kinds will 
not bewilder nor perplex, hut will take their 
place in the sphere in which they belong. 
The student • should not discountenance 
them, nor regard them as akin to the scrip
tural tares which grew up simultaneousl;y 
with the wheat. They show other kinds of 
powers, and other spiritual helpers who 
spare no means to make the way clear to 
the earnest and sincere stud~nt. 

What phenomena are most likely to ap
pear are the simpler forms and not the· 
complex. And yet because so many prefer, 
through ignorance, the forms o.f spirit 
manifestations, in which their efforts are 
reduced to· a negation or at least. to a 
minimum, ~he excarnated spirits do all they 

. reasonably can to demonstrate the fact that 
beneath and be·cause of their .efforts• the 
supernormal remains, to be expressed when 

the proper time and conditions are ar
ranged. You cannot force results, nor by 
impatience or desire produce one single 
spiritual phenomenon. Never forget this. 
The supernormal obeys a law as infallible 
and as inexorable as Divinity itself. 

• Some of the first and at the same time 
highest, most convincing and satisfactory 
phenomena are those which appeal to what 
l must here term the clairsentient power 
of feeling. Even clairvoyance and dair~ 
audience may be classified under this head. 
In fact, there are only three supernormal • 
or psychical powers, namely, clairsentience, 
clairvoyance and clairaudience, all of the 

. other supernormal powers being rooted in 
and defined by them. The sense of smell 
and taste are chemical and are transmuted 
into clairsentience. By clairsentience, r 
mean, feeling t4e facts and the acts of ex
carnate spirits and of the spirit world, in
dependently· of obsessions or trance, that is, 
of unconsciousness, and, , communicating 
and communing directly with· the spirit 
world (as Swedenborg did), .by our own 
powers as here set forth .. 

Now one of the first phenomena which 
appears will be a cool bre(!ze. It is a- sure 
sign of spirit presence. At all. genuine • 
seances of mediumi; the cool breees are the 
best and supreme evidence of the genuine
ness of the phnomena which -follow. I here 
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do not refer to a·natural cool air, but to an 
electrical breeze, a form of electrical or • 
etheric disturbance, set up as by a vortex 
by the will of excarnate spirits. . Tliis 
breeze arty' sensitive person can feel, under 
proper conditions. ·It will blow about the. 
eyes and mouth and head and very often 
the hands, seemingly emanating from them, 
oozing out of them as though from within 
the substance of the· flesh, as ·is the actual 
case. Watch for this manifestation, for it 
is often the harbinger of greater things 
about to .take place. I feel· these breezes 
all the time and I should be very lonely, if 
! did not. Another commori and general 
m;mifestation is, sparks ·of light like elec~ 

• lrical lights, only infiiiitely • clearer and 
smaller, flash out of the air, appear often--
on •the page of a book, if one is reading, 
like a little star. They twinkle for the mo
ment and then fade away. Should the stu
dent go into the total darkness of a room, 
highly magnetized by himself, _these lights 
become unmistakably brilliant,. and often 
unfold to the vision into fuH formed ether
-ializations. I· see these • constantly, and 
when I go into the dark, etherial forms 
appear wi-tl_l. their luminous robes, the spir-

The Normal Attitude Toward Death. 
The normal attitude of men toward death 

seems to· be one ·of inattention or evasion. 
They'do not trouble about it; they do not 
want to -trouble about it, and they resent its 
being called tc:i their notice. On this point 
the late Frederick -Myers used' to tell a, 
story which I have always thought very 
illuminating. • In conversation after dinner 
he was pressing on his host the unwelcome 
question what he thought would happen 
after death. After many evasions and much 
recalcitraticy the reluctant admission was 
• extorted, "Of course, if you press me I 
believe that we shall all ent'er into. eternal 
bliss, but I wish you wouldn't talk about 
such disagreeable· subjects."· This I believe 
is typical of the normal mood of most men. 

'They don't want to be worried, and though 
• probably, if the· question were pressed, ·they 

would object to the idea of extinction, they 
. ·can -hardly be said to desire immortality. 

Even at the pofot of -death, it would-·-seem, 

its glorified beyond· any imagining or de
scription. I have seen _and now see when
ever I -~rt!.-receptive, the·· ~therial forms of 
the arisen ones who are co-workers with· 
me in this great. work. And no one can 
shal:e my knowledge in· these supernormal 
phenomena. • It is because I know that the . 
supernormal world is within our reach .that 
I am so ambitious to show the ignorant or 
agnostic the way out· of ·darkness. into the 
light. These lights often blend or melt 
into clouds or billows of clouds, which look 
like steam, and roll around one Eke cloud~, 
around a mountain peak. They are the 
nuc_lei of spirit foflllS, .showing tqe ·pres-, 
ence of spirits and ·are ready ·to break or 
unfold li~e an. egg when the conditions are 
ripe. Out of such clouds -Saul, under the 
·powers of the woman of Ender, saw· the 
spirit Samuel, and out of these vapery 
mists worlds are created. 

Let these few suggestions suffice to keep 
the student patient and ·alert, watching for 
more marvelous -things to come, and real
izing that he is but at the threshold of a 
world more glorious than he has ever 
dreamed. 

this attitude is often maintained.-G. Lowes 
Dickinson, in Atlantic. 

Looking Out For Grandma. 
They are coni,iderate youngsters in Not

_tingham, as most people know, says London 
Tit-Bits. A little boy whose grandmother 
had just died wrote the following letter, 
which he duly posted: 
"Dear Angels-We have sent you ·grand

ma. Please give her a harp to play, as she 
is short winded and can't blow a trumpet." 

A Summer Nuptials. 
BY ALLEN ROSENKRANS. 

When summer sun, so kind and strong, • 
Smiles on his child, the Earth, 

My sweetheart, wooing with Love's song, 
Calls me from moil and mirth. 

And eager, glad, I haste to stand· 
Before God's woodland shrine, 

Where sp,iri_t of the Jorestland 
I plight forever mine. 
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The Swastika. 

Success 

August Affirmation: I will cringe before 
.. none. 
: • September Affirmation: It- is niy birth
right to have every blessing. 

Dear Success Seekers :-As August and 
September STELLAR RAYS are combined 
this time, we give you both affirmations to 
study and practice. What did you get out' 
of Julyr "My Will is unyielciing, my Com
mand is law." Why· ,should your will be 
unyielding? Because success does .. not 
·come to those who have weak wi'lls, who 
will yield to others. We. must know our 
own· minds, cultivate the habit of deciding 

• quickly what .is best and stick to it. If it 
turns out not the best, do not waste time 

.in grieving over spilt milk, ·but take it as a 
lesson and do not fail to profit by it. You 
must not be stubborn and think rio one 
knows as inuch as you do, for they have 
had lesson's, too. Listen to the experience 
of others, then decide for yourself. 

·w11y should your command be Law? 
For the best answer to this we will give 
life membership in the S. S. Club. For the 

·second best, a copy of. "Dollars Want Me." 
The best booklet for its size you ever read. 

Success . Club 

Seekers. 

lina, and for some years the prospect of 
getting their money back seemed pdor, but 
now it is better and we wish an the other 
members to join in the command that it be 
sold for its full value by October 1... Prop
erty adjoining it has .just sold· for a .big 
price. 

No. 1117 has undertaken a new business 
.this summer. Send her success thoughts 
until o·ctober. No. 1110 wishes. success in 
the millinery business. She says she col~ 
lected more the day she joined the S. S. 
Club than in a month. She wants to join 
the American Woman's League, but -lacks 
the courage to take the step or to, ask for 
subscriptions. They are so easy to get-if 
you will ask the right way. If you just 
learn how to ask, people will seldom refuse 
you. • 

We get many inquiries about the S. S. 
Club. It is for Success Seekers only. We 
do not wish to enroll any others as mem
bers. Members are expected to send out 
only thoughts for success, health and hap
piness for all th,e members, every day and 
hour, in fact to think only success ·and ere-

. ate such success vibrations as will teach 
and help all. 

At first· we had officers, bu.t decided. it 
• was best to do away with· all formality and 

We promised to send a copy of this to a 
number of our members when ·we received 
them. They came from California and have 
just lately been received. AU who asked 
for it will now p1ease drop us a line and . 
state how soon they will return the book or 
the price. We wish all our members to 
read it, therefore prefer to loan the copies, 
_'instead of • selling them, but when people· 
read it· they seldom wa11t to -part with it 
·and prefer to send the- dime. Send 2-cent 
stamp for postage. • • 
• · Life member 1119 wants to· sell his gold 
mine in Mexico. 'Perhaps some member. 
·can· help •-nim by sending· a. buyer, and all. 
will ·help with success thoughts. 
, .. About one hundred of out members are 
interested in some property in North Caro~. 

let our union be entirely mental and spir
itual. .Many yeats ago the telegraph and 
telephone were unheard of." Now the wire
less has ceased to be wonderful. Telepathy 

• is just as reas'onable and has been demon-. 
strated a thousand times. With thousands 
of Success Seekers practicing it to help 
each other to success, we cannot help but 

. receive the vibrations, if we open our mind 
to them. When we are united in thought 
with others who have faith in our ability, 
we ai-e strengthened in our work. Only 
1$1 to help meet expenses pays for life 
membership. • . 

We wish to double the subscription -list 
of TnE STELLAB RAY in September, and 
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wilJ give life membership free to all who ' 
will send us two subscriptions for it before 
September 30, or $4 in subscriptions to any 
other magazines. 

One of our members has a very cheap· 
and simple recipe for preserving eggs: 
Who would like to try it? Another knows 
how to relieve asthma and whooping cough. 
Medicine will not. 

We want to hear from everybody who 
wishes, a university education for self or 
children, free ! Who wants to earn a life 
income by a little work now, with support 
and home in old age and many other bene
fits. We can help you. Do you want to 
own your home? 

Swastika Success Club, Manassas, Va. 
P. S.-Baby Swastika thanks all who 

have helped her and wants a few more sub_; 
scribers for the Ladies' Home Journal and 
Saturday Evening Post. She hopes to win 
the diamond Swastika soon. They have 
asked for her picture to publish with those 
who have won the pin. Address care S. S. 
Club. 

Hon, I Changed MJJ Environments. 
EMMA BOND STOCKMAN. 

I was dissatisfied' with my surroundings 
and desired to change them. I had often 
read and been told that you could al
ways bring about new environments by pol
ishing and brightening everything your 
hand touched. 

Mine dropped down then half uncon
sciously upon my waste basket. I gazed 
upon it. It looked disreputable, dusty, and 
was foll to overflowing with many things. 

"I'll commence right now with you," I 
exclaimed, as I ·pounced upon it. 

I fairly fiew down stairs with that 
basket. 

I soaked it in hot suds. I scrubbed it 
inside and· out with sulphonapthol. I dried 
it. I painted it, I varnished it. 

I pronounced it good. 
When I commenced the maid in the 

kitchen looked anxious and said, "Why, 
what's .the matter?" 

I looked at her solemnly and replied, "I 
am going to change my environments." 

."Your what?" 
"My environments." 

She still looked anxious until she saw 
what I meant. 
• From that moment my surroundings be

gan to change. I brightened, and I pol
ished. 

It is needless to say that my surround
ings changed slowly but surely. One thing 
brightened necessitated another, and so· on, 
and on, as the Law manifested in some par
ticular direction. 

This is the true way to begin to change 
your environments if you are not satisfied 
with them. 

Try it! 

* * * 

"Hon, I An,oke to Opulence." 
EMMA BOND STOCKMAN. 

I was reading a lecture on Opulence, 
written by one of our foremost workers 
along New Thought lines. I was anxious 
to know how to become opulent. She said: 
The first step towards opulence is to "rec
ognize opulence." I dropped the paper in 
despair. How am I to recognize what I 

. have not g9t? I spoke aloud. Just then my 
eyes rested lovingly upon forty or fifty pot
ted plants I have in the windows. 

Huh ! I said, rather sarcastically,· I am 
certainly opulent in plants, as opulence 
means uAII you need and some to spare." 

On_e eye opened,-
! turned to my left. There stood a piano, 

a pianola, a guitar, two banjos, another 
piano upstairs, and piles of music. 

Why, why, I stammered, I am opulent in 
music. 

Both eyes came open, and I awoke-to 
the fact that I was opulent in friends, room, 
food, health, sunshine, air, and happiness 
in very many ways. 

I have never needed a dollar since that 
I could not get. Just that attitude of being 
awake to the blessings I possessed attracted 
all the rest. 

We sleep; have eyes, yet we see not; 
ears, yet we hear not. • 

Awake, take the first step towards opu
lence. 

Appreciate the blessings you do possess, 
and you are there! 
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Scioahspe 
By EDGAR LUCIEN LARK.IN 

Book ill Div .. Three-Book of Jehovih, 8 Chapters J34 Verses-Introcluction. 

"WHEREIN IS REVEALED the three worlds, 
Corpor, Atmospherea, and Etherea. As in 
all other Bibles it is revealed that this 
world was created, so in <this Bible it is 
revealed how the_ Creator created it. As 
other Bibles have proclaimed heavens for 
the spirits . of the dead, behold, this Bible 
revealeth where these heavens are, and the 
manner and glory and work that the spirits 
of the dead enjoy, whereby the wisdom, 
power, love and glory of the Almighty are 
magrtified for the understanding of man." 

Thus create, creating, creation and a 
Creator are distinctly announced before 
the text of this book appears. The first 
and second chapters of the Book of Jeho
vih are given in full. 

"1. ALL was. ALL is. ALL ever shall be. 
The ALL spake, and Motion was, and is, 
and ever shall be; _and, being positive, was 
called He and Him. The ALL MOTION 
was His speech." 

"2. He said, I AM ! And He compre
hended all things, the seen and the unseen. 
Nor is there aught in all the universe but 
what is part of Him." 

"3. He said, I am the soul of all; and 
the all that is seen is of My person and 
My body." 

"4. By virtue of My presence all things 
. are. By virtue of My presence is life." 

"By virtue of My presence are the liv
ing brought forth into life." 

"I am the QUICKENER, the MOVER, the 
CREATOR, the DESTROYER. I am FIRST and 
LAST.". , ' ' 

• "5. Of two apparent entities am I, nev
ertheless 'I AM BuT ONE. These entities 
are the UNSEEN, which· is POTENT, and the 
SEEN, which is of itself • IMPOTENT, and 
called • CoRPOR." 

• "6. With these two entities, in likeness 
thereby of Myself, made 'I all the living; 

for as the life is the potent part, so is the 
corporeal part the impotent part." 

"7. Chief over all that live on t,he earth . 
I made man; male and female made I 
them. And that man might distinguish Me 
I commanded him .to give Me a name; by 
virtue of My presence commanded I him. 
And man named Me not after anything in 
heaven or on the earth. In obedience to 
My will named he Me after the sounds the 
wind uttereth, and he said, E-O-Ih ! Which 
is now pronounced Jehovih, and is written 
thus: (A circle containing •a leaf). 

CHAPTER II. 
"1. JEHOVIH said: By virtue of My 

presence created I the seen and the unseen 
worlds. And I commanded man to name 
them; and the man named the seen worlds 
Corpor, and the unseen worlds Es, and the 
inhabitants of Corpor, man named corpo
reans. But the inhabitants of Es he called 
sometimes eseans and sometimes spirits and 
sometimes angels." 

"2. J ehovih said: I created the earth, 
and fashioned it, and placed it in the firma-

. ment; and by My presence brought man· 
forth . a living being. A corporeal body 
gave I him that he might learn corporeal 
things; and death I made that he might 
rise in the firmament and inherit My ether-
ean worlds.i, • 

"3. To es I gave q.ominion over corpor; 
with es I filled all place in the firmament. 
But corpor I. mad·e into earths and mo~ns 
and stars and suns; 'beyond number made 
I them, and 1. caused them to float i,n the 
places I allotted to them.1' 

"!.I:. Es I divided into two iiarts, and I 
commanded· man to name ·them, and he 
named one etherea and· the other ati:nos
pherea. These are the three 'kinds - of 
worlds 'I created; but I gave different den
sities to atmospherean worlds, and different 
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dehsitie1s to the etherean w~rlds." 
"5. For· the substance of My ethetean 

worlds I created _Ethe, the Most Rare_fied; 
Out of ethe made I them. And I made ethe 
the most subtle of afl created things, and 
gave to it power and place, not only by it
self, but also power to penetrate and exist 
,within all things, even in the midst of the • 
corporeal worlds. And to thee gave I 
dominion over both atmospherea and 
corpor.'' 

"6. In the ALL HIGHEST places created I 
the etherean wqrlds, • and I fashioned them 
of all shapes and sizes, similar to my cor
poreal worlds. But I made the etherean 
worlds in-habitable both within and with
out, with entr.ances and exits, in arches and 
curves,. thousands of miles high and wide, 
and overruled I them with ·PERFECT mechan
ism; and in colors and movable chasms. and 
mountains in endless change and brilliancy. 
To them· I gave motion, and orbits and 
courses of their own; independent made I 
them, and above all other worlds in po
tency and majesty." 

"'l. Neithe.r created I one etherean world 
like another in siz_e or density or in com
ponent parts, but every one differing from 
another, and with a glory matchless each 

• in its way." 
. "8. Atmospherean worlds I also created 

in the firmament, and I gave them places 
~nd orbits and courses for themselves. 
But q.tmospherean worlds I created shape
less and void of fixed form, for they are 
in proce_ss of condemnation or dissolution, 
being . intermediate in conditions betwixt 
my etherean and corporeal worlds. Of 
three degrees of density created I them, and 
I commaaded_ man to name them, and one 
he called Aji, and one Jiay and .one Nebu-
~~ • 

"9. But all of, them are" composed of the 
same substances, being like the earth, but 
·rarefied. Nor is there on the earth or in 
it one thing, even iron, or lead, or gold, or 
water, or oil, or stones, but the• same things 
are in my atmospherean worlds. As I have 
given 'light to the, earth, so ·have I given 
light to many of them; and all such have I 
commanded man to call com'ets. And even 
so he named them." 

"10. And I also created atmospherea 
around about·my corporeal worlds; together 
made I them." 

The reader will surely be impressed by 
the fact that in these two wonderful chap

.ters, the Creator is repr(;!sented as speaking 
to His creature-Mars. And the informa
tion given throughout Oahspi is of supreme 
importance to all hm,nan beings who IJ_ope 
for resurrection. 

Verse 1,. chapter _ 1. The universe in
cludes the Creator and the created. It was 
a creative. word _that quickened ·space-deeps. 
The two wotds, spake and speech appear, 
and the bibles of mankind have much to 
do with tlie mysterious attribute-speech. 
• Lowe Observatory, Echo Mt., Cali£., 

May 26, 1909. 

••• 
·Friendship. 

Written for The Stellar Ray. 
BY .ESTELLA BUHLINGER, 

In ·a garden grew ·a plant. The stin shed 
its warm beams upon it, the breezes played 
softly and gently around it, the showers 
and dew aided to noudsh and strengthen it. 
Thus carefuly. nurtured it grew and blos
somed into brilliant beauty and wonderful 
fragrance. But by and by the sun no long
er kissed it, the breeze that played so softly • 
around it turned to,. chilling blasts, the 
showers and dew withheld their moisture, 
and the plant, thus neglected, faded and 
died. 

Friendship is a most beautiful plant in 
the garden of life,· but to bloom in all of 
its beauty it requires cultivation, the warm 
sunshine of love, the refreshing breezes of 
cheerfulness, the showers ·of kindness, the 

. gentle dew of sympathy must not be lack
ing. When thus cultivated then will it 
bloom in all its beauty and our lives will be 
enriched and blest by its fragrant blossoms. 
It is well to ever carefully cultivate and 
guard the heaven-born blossom of friend
ship which ·grows so freely for all in the 
garden of life. 

McLain, Miss. 
The A:stro Publishing Co., Detroit, "Mi-eh. 

Gentlemen :-Your current issue of THE 
STELLAR RAY is a delight, full of discrim
ination, truth and color. Please send more 
of Julia Seaton Sears and Salvarona, they 
are intens(;!ly pleasing. One must be a· close 
student of Oahspe and "Pan" wisdom to 
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keep up with. Sage Larkin. ·Your editor
ials are concise, clean cut and to the point, 
and God-like in their possibiFties and prob
abilities. . Breathe, breathe; breathe, is the 
key that unlocks the wisdom of the sages 
through rhythinical sympathy, persevering
ly applied. I am glad Dr. Grumbine is with 
you. STELLAR RAY is gaining on itself, im
proving rapidly as time goes on. • Saluta-
tions. W; l S. 

, .. 

The Goal. 
. Written for The Stellar Ray. 

BY ESTELLA •BUHLINGER. 

Child• of the living God, why be dismayed 
When tempests round you rage, 
Thou art a part of this great whole, 

A part of this great' cause; 
From whence thou came thou shalt return 

Is one of God's great law;. • 

Child of the living God, why is thy faith so 
small? 

Dost thou not know, 
Canst thou ·not see 

This truth so grand, sublime? 
God reigns omnipotent, supreme, 

With him thou art divine. 

Child of the living God, why doubt thy 
power, 

Omniscient, radiant, bright, 
Which dwells within thy soul, 

A burning central sun? 
lt is thy God, a living flame

Thou and thy God are one ! 

Child of the living God, know thou this 
truth divine? 

Of all there is 
Thou art a part, 

God is a part of thee; 
He ever is, hast ever been, 

And so thou, too, shalt be. 

Child of the living God, this is thy purpose, 
then-

From whence thou came 
To there return, 

Through endless ages roll ; 
Thou canst escape, thou must attain, 
· Perfection is thy goal. 

Forestry is attracting wide attention 
among the schools of the. United States. 
Not only have many colleges and universi
ties introducec;l courses and even profes
sional schools of forestry, but elementary 
phases of the subject have been introdu_ced 
into hundreds of the graded and high 
schools, a·nd teachers give enthusiastic re
ports of the success which is attending the 
new study. Public school teachers say that 
they have found in it a subject interesting 
to children, and one which furnishes much 
attractive, tangible material to work upon, 
developing the child's observation 1 and be
ing at once acceptable to the yqung mind, 
and most practical • 

The public schools of Washington, D. C., 
and of p~rts of Iowa are· in the vanguard 
of this movement. Every graded school in 
Washington and a large number. of the 
rural schools of Pottawattamie county, 
Iowa; are. now teaching the elements ·of 
forestry. . In Iowa, the subject is . being . 
taught as a commercial course in connec
tion with home geography and agriculture, 
while in the Washington schools it is used 
in' the nature study ·courses. The four up
per grades of the Washington schools are 
studying the forest and this ·year all are 
following practically the same outline; next 
year this outline will be confined to the fifth 
grade, while the other grades will follow 
an outline one step advanced, and so on 
until by the fourth year a four-year course 
will have been introduced. .As a prepara~ 
tion for this work, forestry has been 
taught in the Nqrmal School of the District 
of Columbia for several years past; and 
when the young student teachers take up 
the actual work of teaching they are al
ready familiar with the details of element
ary forest study. Prominent among the 
other normal schools of the country to take 
up work of this kind are those of Cleve
land, Ohio, Rochester, N. Y., and Joliet, Ill. 

+ + ♦ 

Vaguel:y Understood It. 
Sunday School Teacher-Clarence, do· 

you know the meaning of the .word "amen?" 
Little Clarence-Yes'm. It means "ring 

off."-Chicago Trib.une. 

"The people who look to the Blood of the 
Lamb for Salvation, go to the Pus of the 
Cow for Health."-The Phillistine. • 



Books· and· Periodicals 
MISCELLANEOUS REVIEW 

Q~een Moo and the Eg:yptian Sphinx. 
B•Y AUGUSTUS LE PLONGEON, M. D. 

Author of "Saci-ed Mysteries Among the 
Mayas and the Quiches," "A Sketch of 

the Ancient Inhabitants of Peru 
and Their Civilization," Etc. 

In this great work the author offers no 
theories, hut leaves his readers to draw 
their own inferences from the facts pre-,: 
sehted for their consideration; these facts 
consisting of analogies between . the • lan
guage of the Ancient Mayas, their relig-

. ious conceptions, mariners,. customs, tradi
tions, their architecture, and those of the 
ancient civilied nations· of Asia, Africa and 
Europe, of which we have any knowledge. 

These analogies show that • distance was 
no greater obstacle ·to their intercourse than 
it is today to that of the inhabitants of the 
various countries. 

The author· states that the existence of 
the western continent was no more a mys~ 
tery to the inhabitants· of the countries bor
dering on the Mediterranian than to those 
on the shores of the Indian ocean. 

This book is one of a series intended to 
give ancient America its proper place in 
the universal history of the world. 

Historians when writing on the univer
sal history of the race have never taken 
into consideration that of' man in America, • 
and the role that, in remote ages, Ameri
can nations played on this world's stage, 
and • the influence they exerted over. the 
populations of Asia, Africa and Europe. 
Still as far as can be scanned in the long 
vista of the past centuries Dr. Le Plongeon 
states, "the Mayas seem to have had direct 
and intimate communications with them." 

It is impossible to convey to the reader 
in a mere mention of this able, scientific 
work a just impression of its worth, nor 
its depth of . interest to minds delving into 
the secrets. of the past. • 

The author has dedicated this scholarly 
production to his wife, Alice D. Le Plon
geon, his constant companion during his 

• explorations of the ruined cities of the . 

Mayas, who, in order to obtain a. glimpse 
of the history of their builders, exposed 
herself to many danger_s, suffered many 
privations and hardships, and was ever his 
faithful and • inde~atigable collaborator at 
home. She is also a writer of prominence 
in England, and her own book, "Queen • 
Moo's Talisman," may be purchased of the 
Theosophical Publishing Co., 244 Lenox 
avenue, _New York City. Those interested 
in "Queen Moo arid the Egyptian Sphinx" 
may correspond with Alice Le Plongeon, 
11 '7 Chetwynd Road,. Dartmouth Park, 
London, N. W., relative to its purchase. 

* * * 

The Measure of a Man. 
BY. CHARLES BRADIE PATtERSON. 

Published bi Funk, Wagnals & Co., New 
York.· 

In this volume Mr. Patterson discusses 
first the "natural," the "rational," - the . 
"psychic" and the "spiritual" man. • 

In Part II he considers The Son of Man 
"as man,"_ "as idealist," "as teacher" and 
"as healer," in the last division giving the 
philosophy of "mental healing" and some
thing of its therapy. 

The one desire uppermost in the mind 
of· the author is to carry a word of hope· 
to those who feel their need of greater life 
and light. 

Price $1.20 postpaid. For sale by the 
Steller Ray Book Dept. 

The Raven's Leaf. 
BY ACONA, 

Is a message of· Spiritual Light, Power, 
Rapture, Harmony and Revelation, and is 
published by Fowler Bros., Los Angeles, 
California. , • 

It is a volume of' selected poems of an 
inspirational nature, original and unique 
among the writers of this age. ' 

To the lover of the occult and to the dis
ciple of esoteric Christianity these verses 
will be interesting and will require· several • 
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perusals to gather their full mystical mean
ings. They must be carefully studied and 
analyzed to be appreciat~d. . . 

For sale by the Stellar Ray Book Dept. 
Price, $1.00. 

• • • The N e'DJ W a:!} to· Health. 
By Charles Brodie Patterson. Published 

by Roger Bros., New York. For sale by 
THE STELLAR RAY.Book Dept. Price 25c. 

The Nem W aJJ to Happiness. 
By Charles Brodie Patterson. Published 

by Roger Bros., New York. For sale by -
THE STELLAR RAY Book Dept. Price 25c. 

The Nen, Wa31 to Power. 
By Charles Brodie Patterson. Published 

by Roger Bros., New York. For sale by 
THE STELLAR RAY Book Dept. Price 25c. . 

The above publications are pamP.hlets 
. consisting of 20 to 30. pages, printed on 
exquisite paper with clear type, and artis
tically bound in cover papers of white, 
green and brown respectively. They form 
a series by this able and well known New 
Thought writer upon the "New Way"
No. 1, to·Health; No. 2, to Happiness; No. 
3' to Power. 

The Soul of the World. 
DY ESTELLE BACHMAN. 

Is a novel in which the characters discuss 
the· advanced thought movements of the 
day in a lucid, interesting style, and is quite 
inspiring in its search for Truth. At the 
dose of the volume the author says: "Re-

• member that what you and I and other folk 
like us. think, makes 'public opinion.' •Let 
us make it consciously, deliberately so, that 
our children may grow up in the inspiring 
air of true freedom and show to what 
glorious possibilities human beings cari 
rise.'' The price of this book may be as
certained by writing to the author at Sta
tion A, Pasadena, California. 

• • • 
"White Magic:" 

"The Way to Health, Happiness· and 
Success.'' This course is in manuscript 
form and contains complete formulae and 
oriental incantations. We control it abso-

• lutely. Send a 4-cent stamp for full infor
mation by sealed mail and how to obtain 
a course FREE. Address Philosophical 
Publishing Co., Allentown, Pa. 

Life and Character of Thom~ Paine. 

• The Eminent Revolutionary Patriot 
and Apostle of Religious Liberty, 

by James A. Randall. 
This publication is a paper on the life 

and character of Thomas Paine, prepared 
and read by the scribe, James A. Randall, 
before the Society· of the Psychic Band of 
Research, Detroit, Mich. It is copyrighted 
and published by . the society . 

. "No one should have the slightest hesita
tion in coinmending this little work of the 
scribe to every person who can spare the 
time to .read it, for ·Mr. Randall has writ
ten to the end that the memory of Paine, 
who was one of the great men of his time, 
might i;ome to its own, ancl those who read 
will, at least, admire the diction, the beau
ty, the • earnestness and integrity of his 
work."-loseph, Brent. 

The publication is in pamphlet form, • 
consisting or 42 pages. The artistic cover 
page contains a lithograph of a bust of 
Thomas Paine by Sidney Morse, in Inde
pendence Hall, Philadelphia, and an inside 
page shows another portrait fr.am a paint
ing by Jarvis in 1803. The price of this 
superior booklet is 10c, postage 4c. STEL
LAR RAY Book Department. 

Books on Biochemistry. 
of the Human Organism to the Twelve • 
Signs of the Zodiac," by Dr. George W. 
Carey, author of "The Biochemic System 
of Medicine.'' 

The chemical formula . of each cell-salt js 
given, and the occult side of the chemistry 
of blood, nerve-fluid and brain cells is re
vealed. 

This book of only forty-four pages con
tains· scientific truths not taught in any col- . 

. lege nor found in any library. 
Dr. Carey advances the startling theory 

that each one of the twelve signs _ of the 
· zodiac is r~presented in the human body by 
one of the twelve mineral or cell-salts of 
the blood; and the twelve sons of Jacob and 
the twelve apostles are a~legories typifying 
the chemical operation of . these tissue 
builders; and _that the twelve gates of the 
Holy City, made of twelve precious stones,. 
are all symbols of the twelve minerals that 
form· the base of the blood; that the state-
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ment of the Divine Word, ;,Tllo~ art. Peter, theory of disease is receiving a rude shock 
on this Rock will I build ·my ·church,'"' de-··· on the American continent." 
fines the literal fact that the human body is Price of Dr. Carey's book,· "The Bio• 
built on a rock • or mineral foundation. chemic System of Medicine," 444 pages, 
Petra,. from which we get Peter, means a $2.50. 
stone. Address Dr. George. W. Carey, Pomona, 

Dr. Carey clai.ms that it can be scienti- * * * 
fically proven that the church of God means N eW Thought Healing. 
the human body, from Beth, Hebrew for . • BY JULIA SETON SEARS; M. D. 

house, or Bethel, viz., church. • Contains nineteen pages, 4¼x6, neatly 
"Know ye not that your bodies are. the printed on good book paper, nicely bound 

temple of God." • in heavy paper cover. Price, 25 cents, 
The Course of Instructions .is certainly a of STELLAR RAY. • 

wonderful book. . . This lecture was delivered at the Heal-
Price of course, $1.00. Those who order ing Symposium of the Metaphysical Club 

Bioplasma for one year, $10.00, will receive of Boston in the spring of 1907.. So many 
this book free. . • calls for copies of it were received tha:t an 

* * * 
The Biochemic S)}stem of Medicine. • 
Indorsements of Dr. Carey's book, "The 

Biochemic System of Medicine," by the 
Homoepathic News, of St. Louis, Mo. : 

"Dr. C~rey is a thorough biochemist, and 
teaches the new science on its own merits." 

" 'The Biochemic System of' Medicine' is 
one of the wonderful books of a wonderful 
age." 

"In _Dr. Carey's µew book, the Samsons 
of truth carry away the pillars of error that 
uphold a false conception of the ca~se of 
the disease, but a. temple of truth divinely 
fair remains-the temple of the chemistry 
of life.';- . ' . 

"No other publisher can show the sale of 
so great a nt.UTiber of a medical book within 
one year from its introduction. Tp.is abso
lutely proves that the profession appreci
ates its value and holds the advanced ideas 
of so • profound a thinker and scholar and 
author to be of the highest consideration." 

Following are some of the senti'ments 
expressed.by B. Surryanarain Row, B. A., 
M. R. • A. S., editor of the 'Astrol_ogical 
Magazine, Madras, India: • 

"We are· extremely glad that foreign 
nations are appreciating our -humble re
searches in the field of ancient Hindu 
sciences, and. we are especially thankful to 
Dr. George W. Carey, whose services in 
the c_ause of biochemistry cannot b'e over-
rated. . 

"We are writing .a series of artic\es on 
the biochemical knowledge of the ancient 
the government qf India to :his J?OSt ·im
portant subject, referre~ to i,n . this maga
zine. ·we hope the medical advisers of our 
government will notice that the microbe 

edition of one thousand was first printed 
and exhausted within three weeks. Since 
then thousands of copies have been ·sold, 
and relief, joy and happiness brought to 
thousands of people who have. studied its 
pages and profited by its teachings. 

Healing is eternal in the universe, and 
only those who do-not understand the laws 
of life have disease and suffering. Healing 
is a possible thing here and now, and those 
who can be brought to a realizing sense of 
this truth -may build for • themselves a new 
body full of strength and health and power. 
New Thought Healing gives ample, direct 
instructions of how to get well and stay 
well; it is scientific· and metaphysical, and 
its benefit to the needy cannot be put into 
words. • • 

Dr. • Sears is a regular practicing physi
cia11, a scientist and a psychologist, and• 
through her deep understanding .of the .re
lationships of Mind and Matter she has 
brought into actual existence a law for the 
generation of vital energy within the Self 
which cannot fail to connect a life with the 
universal currents for -healing. 

This book also contains important "Ad
vice to Patients and Healers," and "How 
to go into Silence." It is replete with pow
er, and those who read it feel the vitalizing 
energy of its pages. 

THE ADE PT Is another of these 
• Freak.Journals, 

• devoted to Astro· 
logy, Monism or Fatalism as some are pleased to 
call it. You can get a free. sample copy, by address
ing The Adept, Crystal Bay, Minn. You can also 
get $1000.00 cash if you will demonstrate to the . 
E;dftor of. the Adept that.;Jyou are a Free Moral 
Agent. 
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Feel Better 
Than Ever 
In Your Life 
The ideal Food Medicine 

for Brain-wor/eers, the over
wor/eed, busy man, or the 
care-worn nervous woman. 

A l'emarkable discOvery bas 
been made in the Alfalfa plant 
which chemical Analysis shows 
to contain most of the elements 
which go to make up the ingre-

<, ""'-=-=-"" dients of the human body. Al-
ready tbe ingredients of this 

medicinal food plant have been used with remarkable re
sults, and a well-known expert bas testified after a careful 
analysis that Robinson's famous Alfalfa-Nutrient con
tains no alcohol,· poisonous drugs, narcotics, opiates, or 
deleterious ingredients of any kind. 

Ten Day Treatment Sent Free To Prove It 
The Alfalfa plant has been known for its wonderful fat' 

eniog properties. but not until recently bas it been known 
t.o be a specific for weak nen.,.es. Indigestiou, Dyspepsia, 
Constipation, Catarrh, Loss of Appetite, Weak Circulation, 
Blood Impurities, Pimply Complexions. Sallow Face, Dead 
Looking Eyes, General Weakness, Lack of Ambition, 
Kidney Tronbles, Torpid Liver, Rheumatism, Locomoto1· 
Ataxia, Anemia and Female Troubles. 

Read Miss Howe's Strong Letter 
Miss Maud Howe, 37 Ci Ma.nha.ttan Ave., N. Y. City, writes: 

, ''r was \'Cry anemic, thin nnd run down. Foor boxes of Al
falfa cured me, and Alfolfo-Nuh'ient will give yon such a 
\'ivacions feeling, put strength in yom· nen'es, rich blood in 
your veins. 1·egularity in your bowels and have all yfnn vital 
organs working in snch splendid order, that yom· face will 

• clear up at once, your complexion become velvety and l'OSl', 
tmd your whole body bound with new life ancl ,,igor. I owe 
my present, perfect physical health alone to Robinsons' Al
folfn-Nutrient which of nil the Blood and Nenie remedies I 
have tried is certainly the best." 

To prove to anyone that this ls absolutely trne, we will 
send for 4c postage a35c ten days trnatmentof Alfalfa-Nutrl
eot io plaia sealed package with 56 page scientific booklet 
"How to Develop the Form aod Secure Perfect Health." 
Lady aod ::rentlemen a1i1ts wanted. Write today for free trial. 
Alfalfa Chemical Co., 7B0 Unity Bldg .. , Chicago .. 

The Guiding Star 

This iS a book uf 427 pages and 28 port_raits. Three 
tri•colureJ plate::;. P1=in;ed on fine antique paper, 
bound in silk cloth. with a handsome design in gold 
on the front cover. 1 t was mainly written by spirit 
friends in \·i:--ilile forms or materialized, and is an 
exposition illustnitive of life beyond the grave-being 
of vi1;.il im11nru111ce to humanity. 

Every one 1s accompanied by spirit guides through 
bis entire journey of earth life. therefore read the 
"The Guiding ~tar" and learn how to come in bar• 
monious rnpµort with the right class of spirits, which 
means health, success an<l happiness to you. 

"The Guirling Star" will be mailed to your address, 
postpairl. upon receipt of $1.50. Arldress al1 orders to 
THE STELLAR RAV Book Department. 

Drugless 20 years in Medi-
cal Practice. 

D 0 C t 0 r 10 years Healing 
without Medicine 
or Surgery. 

C'URES CHR0Nio CASES 
Absent TrP.atm"ent my S pecial!y. You get full Dire"-
tions and D liilY Treatment that has cured Thousands 
of so-called Incurable (?) Cases. 

Mail Dime for New Booklet, Learn bow to develop 
Psychic Power and find the New Kingdom within. 
Sumething New. Then my Psychic wife will answer 
a questions Free. 
DR. BEVERLY, 44 E- 81"t St., CHIC~GO 

MAN IS LIMITLESS 
1. There is no limit to the possibilities of Man. 
2. Man cannot be limited without limiting God: 

for God is manifest in and through His creation; 
and God is omnipotent. 

3. Opulence is the Law of Life, for Spirit is 
the substance of all things, and Spirit is Infinite. 

4. Poverty is a crime, for to" remain poor in 
substance is to have buried the talent (under
standing) given you by the Father, for use in 
moulding this substance to your good. 

5. To live is to grow. Do you wish to grow 
less or greater in .the estimation of yourself and 
your fellowmen? You cannot sta,n,a still. To gQ 
forward or bac:tward cis inevitable. 

6. The Divine Spark C is smoldering irt every hu~ 
man being. Will you build these fires to do your
will-to warm with their- welcome glow the frame· 
chilled by the winter winds-to drive the loco-

• motive or speed the ocean liner? The lightning's· 
bolt you can command. to send a telegraphic
message or" flash a Marconi across the seas. o• 
Man. will you govern these forces? Or will you 
allow the intellect-that Intelligence: Mind, 
which in God enthroned, to revel at 1•andom, to 
build or destroy like a wanton profligate-un
heeded, unknown, ungoverned? 
. 7. If you knew how to bring into accessible 
use "these powerful forces which, when wisely 
controlled, PROVE that man IS limitless: that 
Opulence is the Law of Life; that it is a crime 
to be poor: that you cannot limit man without 
limiting God-would you not do it? 

8. I am here to teach you this law? To direct 
~-ou how to develop these inner forces-How to 
become the limitless man or woman" I believe in 
the man whom God created in His own image 
and lil<enes3 and GAVE TO HIM DOMINION 
OVER ALL THE EARTH. 

Ronalds Romeyen. 
39 North Pearl Street, - BUFFALO, N. 'Y. 

We will guarantee to teach you by 
t=1ai1 th~ ID(?Stfnscinnti ug nnd profitable 
profess10n 1n the world to-day. 

th~e~~~f ~:1 °:cl~~~\5
~

11fh~tif::::/~i~ 
!IlOSt substantial institution of its kind 
111 the wodd. If you are ambitiom~ and 
energetic and hnve a common school 
education. we can tench you tht> busi~ 
ness by corres,ponclence and increase 
your income from 20% to 100%. 

Sencl for om· beauUfttl 
p1·ospeot1'.s ; it's free. 

A.nDRESS EITHER OFFICE 

Dept,601 90 Wabash Avenue, Chicago 
ept 601 150 Nassau S!reet, New York 

Q NL y $1 A Perfect Time-Keeper. Calling 
, 9 the Hour and the 

Half-Hour. Nearly 
Two Feet H13h, 14 Inches Wide, in 
Solid Walnut Case. 

The Inlaid Woods of Ash, Ebony 
and Mahogany Ornaments are put 
together with minutP care. 

tu~~; foe;:r s~age:~~iM!n"J'~~:: 
ful an ornainent for your den or 
your hon1e-on such easy terms
mail us $1.00 for one year's sub
scription to COMMON - SENSE, 
afterwards you may pay $r.oo a 
month for 8 months, which com

pletes the payments on both the clca 
and the magazine. 

G.>mnin·S1ns1 Pu'llishing Co. 
Depl 610 91 Library Court, Chicago. 
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Revelations of the Lit e Beautiful.' . Allshlne Llfe; .. ·Edlted ·by Mli.bel Gifford Shine. 
Summer Edltl.on•. The Secret · of Mind Power, 

,BY EVALYN DAVIS. Short Paths to Success,. Th"e t.Mlracle Exercise, 
• • Marriage Papers No. 1, Remarkable Cures, How 

Elegantly Bound, Blue an4 Gold. Beauti- to Secure a Good Annual Income for Life Free 
fully ;zlustrated 222 Pages. p,.,..;c· e $1'.00. for a Little Work or a Llttlei:Money, NOW, Flor-

• '• Ida New Thought, ,Chautauqua and. Industrial 
Fo • $150 Ba·umgardt Pub Co Los Profit-Sharing Colony, "Town Established. 5c reign • • • ·• • copy, 35c year, and Ideal Marriage, .contalnlng a 
Angeles, Californ.ia. secret that insures health and a· happy wedded 

Those who have enjoyed Trine's "In· Ilf1ushlne Books Free. Resurrection of A.dam 
Tune with the Infinite," or "Dresser's and Eve. Free with every 50c order. • • 
"Pow.er of Silence,'; • will welcome this new The Gold Book; the Wisdom Bookf How ··to 

Command Money, A New World Myst c's secret 
work teaching of the limitless power of of success. He maintains that he who masters 
man through the Unfoldment ,of the mi"nd. this book inasters ·the world, and says, '\The 

, easiest thing in the world is to make money." 
The book has an air "of indescribable charm, , Illustrated with photographs of Mystic. 50c. 

fs regal in tone and fearless in its presen,~ • R~!~!!tmB!lkld!~ .!: 7ii:~;;"1i;:h~~!~~e t~1 
tation of the truth along the most advanced the "fall," the real ·"serpent,• 'and the way to a 

new Paradise. "All soul's book." "A little -book 
lines .of thought. of revelation for thinkers." By Mabel Gifford 

"Revelations of the Life Beautiful," by• Shine. 2•5c. 
The Rose Book; Here's Health for You.. Easy 

. M. Evalyn Davis, will appeal-to-the spiritu- lessons in self-healing, physical, mental and 
h h f h _.spiritual. Ten lessons _ with affirmations for ally minded,. to t e searc er a ter t e quick demonstration, and fourteen muscle exer-

esoteric in ethical living, to the mental sci- clses. Of.ten cures .while you read. "The little 
book that earrles a blessing." "A little dynamo 

entist, be he Christian Scientist or New of health ·vibrations." "The little ,book whose 
Thought advocate, Universalist or Fellow- leaves are healing." By Mabel Gifford Shine. 40c. 
shiper.· It is a good book for the quiet hour Trueman Books. Private letter; instructions 
Of medl'tati'on on "whatsoever things are In sexology for restoration,; sexual development 

and physical and mental control. 30c. • . · · 
pure, ·whatsoever things are lovely," for The Woman and the Man. The Book of Mar
that hour when, in the words of the book, rlage; th e Reason Why; a .woman's Confession . 

. 30c. 
"you pause for greater strength to bide the 
harvest-time of God." The oneness of all 

1 life, the kinship of God and marl, the omni
potence of ~ind_ over matter, the spiritual 
possibilities of all men are themes in this 
collection of epigrammatic_ poems in prose 
and metrical; measure. Of the latter, 
"Earth's Magnets" and "Eros" are most 
musical and appeaiing, and over all hover 
suggestions of Emerson and- Joh_n 1'1:uir.
Samuel ·T. Clover, Editor Los Angeles 
Graphic. 

Connect with Otir Current 
BECOME ONE WITH THE CIRCUlT OF • 
11 THE KANKAKEE ~ELl:PSYCHIST." 

A wireless journalistic medium of new thought. It 
bla.Bts barnacles from the Rock of Ages,. '_puts "new 
teeth 1n old saws" and prunes parasltes from pro
gressive p:r;inclples. 81.00 makes you: a life member . . 
A'd'.vlce on all branches of Psychomancy persona.I prob
lems, 10 cents. 25 years of Telepathy backed by State, 
Uhurch and Science. 

N'othlug_ to Seti but Experience. 

Address THE KA.NKA.KEE TELEPSYCHIST 
... ,a.,u Kensington Ave. KANKAKEE. ILL. 

ONE CASE FREE. 
I will ·heat . one case in each neighborhood, no matter 

what the disease or bow serious, free· of·charg1;- • A healed 
case is my best advertisement.· Address, wtth stamped 

. envelope, Editor ''OCCULT TRUTH SEEl{ER,",Bolc A, 
:B·usktn, Flo~. • '- , , 

• ~If;-, . • . ' . ' 

ALLSmNE PUB. CO., 
60, Route l, Richmond, Va. 

Freedom Talks. 
BY JULIA SETON SEARS, M. D. 

Author of "The. Secrets of Abundance," 
"Truth Talks," "All Health," "Grapho
Psychology," Etc. 

"Freed~m Talks". are from a course of 
public lectures delivered in Boston last win
ter by Dr. Sears, on the metaphysical and 
physical sides of life, or the Union of Faith 
and Facts. 

Dr. Sear~ is a regular practicing physi
cian of a number of years' standing, and 
while engaged in the practice of medicine 
has made a most careful and thorough 
study of the psychological side 0£ man
kind. 

In her lectures she has handled her dif
ferent subjects both from the ·scientific and. 
intuitional viewpoints, and ·her words carry 
with them the force, strength and helpful
ness of "one speaking with au~ority." 

Her lecture on· "The Brother of the Prod
igal Son" is a masterpiece, and· deals with 
the subject from -a ·new ··and most ·novel 
viewpoint. • • • • 

-Many of.her listeners have offered a, dol-
When.-wiitmc to~advertlsen please -tlon ;TBB &rm.l.u RAY . 

• ·•I 

t' 
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iar for each one of these lectures, and so 
great has been the demand to have them 
printed that arrangements have now been 
made to publish a nuni'ber of them in one 
book, under the title of "Freedom Talks." 
This book will sell for $1.00 p,er copy and 
contains over 100 p,\ges, 5x7, printed in 
plain large type on good paper, enclosed in 
a beautiful heavy paper cover. 

As the reader turns the pages he feels 
the intense earnestness of the authoi·, and 
glows and thrills with the Abundance of 
Life which she imparts to ·the pages, real
izing, indeed. as never before, .that life is 
a poem and a song if he will only make 
it so. 

Every page is interesting, every word 
constructive, and the whole book is instruc
tive from cover to cover. 

O11e dollar can never be expended to bet
ter advantage than in the purchase of this 
book. 

Sent, postpaid, to any address on receipt 
of $1.00 to Stellar Ray, Book - Dept., De
troit. Mich. 

FOR A YEAR'S SUBSCRIPTION 
With New Thought 1.50 

II Nautillus 1.50 
THE 

II Swastika . 1.50 

STELLAR 
11- Tomorrow 1.50 

1 

II 

RAY Health 1.50 
II The Sood Health MAGAZINE Clynic 1.50 
II Eternal Progress 1.50 

l " Philistine 1.50 

Above are given but a few of the 
Magazines which we offer in com
bination with THE STELLAR RAV. 

If you do not find what you desire, 
write us and we can supply you. 

------------

The Eye and Its Disease 
Prof. Wilson's Treatise on Eye Disease Should 

Be Read By Every Person With Impaired 
Eyesight. The Book Is Free. 

Every reader afflicted with any impairment 
of eyesight should not fail to send for this 
bool~. It contains G4 pages and -co-ver and de
scribes in language so plain and interesting the 
various forms o-f diseases of the eye, and surest 
method· of treatment, that any reader of ordin
ary intelligence may fully comprehend every 
word. 

The author of this Book 
is the inventor o,f "Actina," 
an instrument that is at
tracting the attention of 
peopie in all parts of the 
world owing to the won
derful results obtained 
from its use. 

In the treatment of Eye disease the author 
says: "Nine out of ten persons wearing 
glasses might better be without ,them. Eye
plasses Do Not Cure. The defects that make 
them necessary can be removed in most cases 
by proper treatment. There Is also no need 
for cutting or drugging the Eye for most forms 
of ilisease-for the cause can be removed by a 
newer and more humane method." 

The book also goes into full detail of the 
causes and effects •c.f disease in general. It 
advocates a method in the treatment of dis
ease that, is based upon a humane and com
mon sense principle. It -contains the recom
mendations of hundreds of intelligent persons 
in every walk of life, who have been cured. 
A fret! trial of the "Actina" is offered in every 
case. 

If the rea.der is inte.restecl, write for a copy 
of this b'Oolc It is absolutely free; a postal 
will bring it. Address Actina Appliance Co., 
Dept. 206E, 811 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo. 

The Art of Pleasing 
Compiled, as practiced by Lord Chesterfield, Col. 
A. Burr and Beau Brummell. The only prac
tical method of gaining the M:ffections of every 
man and the love of every woman you meet. 

Price SO Cents. 

KENNETH l"RWIN, Pleasant Plains. llliuois 

NERV flus 'J You should read the text of 
'• Absolute Optimism. or Divine 

■ New '.rhought. Price by mail 
$1.08. No extra expense f01· treatment. We guarantee 
cure of illness, if you follow our instructions, or money 
refunded. i:lend order to Dept. B3, 
THE SCHOOL OF TRUTH, LAFAYETTE. !ND. 

BIO MAI L ~a":a°:i~::. ~1r~f:::;"itJ'ik:: 
etc., by putting your name 
in our Big Mailing List of 

prospective purchasers. Send 20 cents today. Satisfaction 
guaranteed. Subscriptions received for all Newspapers and 
Magazines. Address • 

MOhler's Subscription Ai:-ency. 
250 S. Warman Ave. Indianapolis, Ind. 
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ANTIKAMNIA & SALOL TABLETS 
Hare says '' Salo! rend~rs the intestinal canal antis.eptic and is the most 

valued drug in intestinal affections." The anodyne properties of antikamnia in 
connection with salol· render this tablet very u ;du! in dysentery, indigestion, 
cholera morbus, diarrhcea, colic, and all conditions due to intestinal fermentation. 

ANTIKAMNIA & CODEINE TABLETS 
Especially useful in dysmenorrhcea, utero-ovarian pain, and pain in gen

eral caused by suppressed or irregular menses. This tablet controls the pains 
of these disorders in the shortest time and by the most natural and economic 
method. The synergetic action of these drugs is ideal, for not only are their 
sedative and analgesic properties unsurpassed, but t'hey are followed by no un
pleasant effects. 

The efficacy of this tablet in al! neuroses of the larynx is also well known. 
In roul!hs and colds, coryza and la grippe they will always be found of inestim
able value. 

~~WDJ3=@~•-
ST. LOUIS, U. S. A. 

Osteopathy in a 
NutShell 

The new edition of Dr. Goetz's "Manual ol 
Osteopathy" revised and enlarged is just out. 
Tells you how to treat all diseases success
fully. WITHOUT DRUGS, by a series of 
manipulations ( not massage) with the ac- • 
cessories of Diet, Baths and Exercise. 

[ is the only book of its kind on the 
market which gives an illustration for each 
movement or manipulation necessary to 
bring sure success. 

Osteopathy is not new, but most people 
who do know of it have not had the oppor
tunity 0£ procuring a book on the subject, 
with illustrations and instructions simply 
written that anyone, withou_t previous study 
can apply. 

THIS IS YO"R CHANCE 
Readers of this journal will find th•~ an 

excellent work on the science and is writt<.'n 
for you and others who have n.:itlwr timt 
nnr 1111.:linatinn to take a rnllege 1.."nur,c-

S,·11rl for pro,pect11s and sampl~ pagLS 
Vo11r mnney hark if di«:iti,ti..-d 

NATURE'.S CURE CO., 
118 E. Liberly Street, CINCINNATI, 0. 

CAST YOUR OWN HOROSCOPE 
THE HOROSCOJ'~; IS THE Gl.t.\ND KEY TO LIFE. 

It will unlocl, the mysteries or your inmost being, re
Yealing you!' lhQt,•ghts. desirPS, passions, ambilions, 
success, hopes and wishes in life. 

THE .~STHCLUGJCAL 1n;y '1'0 J.fFE. Teaches 
,·oU hew to cast the ll3RnSCOJ>.E; it is so simple 
l h::it 3nyone can mastrr it in :J.n holT. Gin•s you a 
ft JI 3n(1 dear rrndcring or all tiH' \ :irious planetary 
posi:ions anl.'.I aspects of the HOU!lSCf?''P~. lt re\"eals 
In ynu the natul'e of the e\"ents of life by the arcs 
or direction. It teaches :rou· how 10 cn·ntrol yourself 
so as to gain the greatrst g·oncl and long life. 

Henry ,vag-ner. i\f. :\1., n·i·itr~: "\Ye fi:1d you have 
fot;r bool•s In one, whirh maJ:, s it ,·e,r:,.• (:l sii·able and 
c.hra;1 for the ge'nera\ public." 

ThP eminC'nt lcc~urer an,1 fn:tho1·. f'rn!". ll:1zel1line, 
w1·itf'S: 

'i\Iy Df'rr Sir-::'\•fnny thanl~s inclf't•<l ro,· thl• copy or 
'The 1\strological Key to Life' rrc•cn1ly r<'ceh·Pcl, and 
it giyes me grC'at pleasur<' to be ahlf' IP s:1~· that it ls 
ro ,alt·aJ_,Jp n(dit 1on to a:1:-· .-\strnlog-is:·.:. lilirai-y. It 
n1ost certainly shows the l'esults of m~ny~ years or 
ca;;irf'ful and pe1•sistent sL1·r~~1 ancl pr1ctiC'P. fifteen of 
whiC'h I I)l~i-sonally ],;now it has rpcei,·erl from you. 

"The points which I C'onsidc>r so rnt·eh in its favor 
are first that it i11r•orporates the Jrinciplrs of all the 
C'xpcnsi\·c worl•s with muL·h nC'w a.ddNl mattPr, there
fore students g-ct for ~1 whnt they WOl'ld t:nrlPr ordin
ary ci1·ct:mst::i.nc-Ps l1ave to J)'l.Y nt least $12.50 for. 
:'~Pxt. the t'.'.Jbles on thP Faces or the Signs are re
n~:c'l.rk?bl:,.· clPar an1l must pro,·e of fT<'at y;iJue to all 
('r>ri·pct.ions or thp Rising Sign, etc.; ancl thirdly, the 
'Table of .,spect.s is an entirely nf'w rnelhnd but most 
~imple and practical in every dPlnil. T wi~l, you every 
S 1'C<'f'SS that YOUl' hoo](S well mr,rlt. \\'it h kind re
g::irds, cordia1ly yours, r\orton F. ,-r. T-Tazeldine." 

The ASTROLOGICAL KEY TO LIFE is the book 
you want: it is si:itable for th0 beginner, student and 
p1·actitioner. Price in paper, Sl.00; 1n half leather 
binding, $2.00. 

Address· JAMES o.· KIEFER, 

13 9 Kellan Ave., Los Angeles, Cal 

When writing to advertisers please mention THE STELLAR RA v. 
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." And a Do.liar . ./or Me," 
When I fi?~t,. ·commenced New Thought 

healing aqd helping I had a list o,f one 
hundred names. I would sit alone and send 
out vibrations of Light, Love, Health and 
Prosperity to each person. . 

Gradually almost every person on that 
list prospered. In some instances their suc
cess was seemingly a • detriment to· me. 
They had more and I less. This fact set 
me to thinking. I felt something was 

. wrong and I· wished to know what. 
Suddenly the thought came to me, "Go 

into the Silence and find out." The an
swer came like a flash, "Never leave your
self out." 

Now, that was just what I had been do
ing. I took up my list: Clsira Smith; 
Light, Love, Health and Prosperity, and 
"A dollc.r for me!" 

I always have a test to show me when 
I am right, and I was looking fo1· it in this 
case. At that· time my family diminished, 
and I thought I would economize. I com• 
mcnced en eggs, th:nl,ing I would pay less. 
Told t'le clerk where I traded that I would 
take t'.1e cheaper ones. • He took a few out 
of a box on -the counter and put them in a 
bag, then (and I never knew why) he put 
them back, went into the storerf)om, 
brought out six boxes tied together with 
a dozen in each box, just as they came 
from fre wholesale house, gave me the top 
box. 

As I was going home I noticed 23 
marked on the cover, concluded that as 
soon as I got home I would put them in a 
dish, as it was not necessary for anyone 
but myself to know the difference in the 
price. 

When I lifted the cover off there was 
a dollar bill on top of the eggs. 

That was my test, to show -me I was on 
the right track. 

Now, while that was not a miracle, but 
a mistake, yet it was a singular circum
stance that out of the thousands of others 
who might have received that particular 
box, it did come to me at just that time, 
and also that the "dollar for me" has con
tinued to come ever since. 

Many. others have tried the same plan 
with marked success: As a rule they come 
( the ·dollars) from unexpected sour_ces. 

"According to thy faith be it unto thee." 
EMMA BoND STOCKMAN. 

RAD IA.NT • ENERGY· 
A New Book, by 

EQ,GAR L. LARKIN 
Direcor of The Lowe Ohservaory 

Echo Mountain Post Ollice. 
California· 

-,.::_ HIS BOOK treats ill a popular and com
U prehenslve styli! the new discoveries 1n 

Astronomy, Spectography and Celes
tial Photography, profusely illustrated with 
141 cuts of stellar and solar scenery, and of 
modern Instruments. The vast subject of 
radiation Is explained. The chapters on the 
sun are replete with Illustrations. Photo
graphs of the Milky Way and Nebulae are 
worth the cost; llkewile Cosmical Tides. 386 
pages. Price, delivered in U. s., Canada and 

· England, $1.63. Would be pleased to receive 
your order made payable in the Los Angeles, 
California Post Office. 

Address, Echo Mountain, California 

Let Me Read Your Character, 
PRICE ONE. DIME 

Mind, a really GOOD reading, lt Is based upon 
your bandwrltLng. It will please you. Many say I 
itm the best Graphologist in tile t'Onlitry. Send the 
dime now; see for yourself; money refunded lf not 

satisfied. PRO F. G. H .• B1£A.UCAMP, 

2-583 8th Avenue, New York, N. Y. 

BROOKS' NEW CURE 
Brooks' Appliance. New 
discovery. Wonderful. No 
obuoxious springs or pads. 
Automatic Air Cushions. 
Binds and draws the broken 
:a~~~t~~ew:b~s J~U s':J~~I~ . 
No lymphol. No lies. Dur
able, cheap. Pat. Sept. 10, 'Ql. 
SENT • ON TRIAL. 

CATALOGUE FREE, 

FOR 

C E.BRUOKS, 346 Brooks Bldg .. MARSHALL, MICH. 

When writing. to advertlaera please mention T:e:s S:au.Aa RAY. 
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THE EXPANDIN-G OCCULT WORLD 
None can hope to understand world events now coming every

where, without the automatically written 

nor without the great monthly magazine, The Harbinger of Light, 
Melbourne, Australia. The photographs of Apports eafh month are 
of intense psychological interest., Scientific discoveries are given 
in the new book, Radiant Energy. Prices delivered: 

OAHSPE, (907 double column pages) 
Harbinger of Light, one year, 
Radiant Energy, -
Science and the Soul, Booklet, 
Two Planets, 

$5.50 
1.62 

-1.63 
.25 

2.15 
$11.00 

Postal orders payable on Los Angeles, Cal. Mail all communications to 

EDCiAR LUCIEN LARKIN, 
Director of Lowe Observatory, author of "Radiant Energy," agent for' ·Qahspe," 

• Echo Mountain P. 0., Calif., U.S. A. 
uh o-,ttwza a,t lQ\ps ~ ____________________ ., ______ 4,,,.. ___ _._'.} 

Repairing The Body 
Nature does that if you give her the material to do it with, 

in form so she can use it. All material must be prepared for 
use. If you were repairing a briclc house, lime and sand would 
be of no use unless it was properly mixed with water; and a 
tree would be of no use until it was sawed into lumber. The 
food that you eat is not ready for immediate assimilation. It 
must be chewed and mixed with saliva, then churned and mixed 
in the stomach and digested with acids, then mixed with tht: 
alkaline secretions in the duodenum, ancl then as is passes tht: 
little mouths along the intestines, each set ta Ices some partic
ular part out of the mass and appropriates it for the repair of 
organs and to replace wornout tissues everywhere. If for 

~ume reason, like overwork, the little absorbents fail to take up the special elements they 
are designed to handle, then there is a shortage of that particular element. That is mal
assimilation and means ill-health. If at this time a specially prepared supply of elements 
is given the system, ready for immediate assimilation, so as to supply the unusual demand 
caused by the overworl<, then the little absorbents can resume work as before, and the ill
health is gone. This is the sensible way to get rid of it. The usual way is lo pour into 
the intestinal tract a lot of foreign substances, thus arousing the system to a desperate 
effort to prevent the absolute clestructlon of the body. "This is called "stimulaitng" the 
body or certain functions, and the foreign substances are callee! "stimulants." "alteratives," 
"tonics," etc. Their so-called action is the reaction of the system against them. They 
are poisons. differing only in degree. Some kill at once, others more slowly, and others maim, 
cripple, and incapacitate. All injure, for it is a repetition of the overwork which brought on 
the original trouble. When you stimulate you cause the organ stimulated 
to do more work than it is prepared to do properly, so it is followed 
by depression as the system is not able to keep up the pace. Alcohol is 
not the only stimulant, nor the use of intoxicating liquors the only intem
perance. Any element which· stimulates, whether used as a food or a 
medicine, is intemperate, unreasonable and destructive. When your system 
needs help, use the elements which it uses in health, and the result will be 
health. Such elements are found in the Ensign Remedies in form for 
immediate use for repairing the body. Find out about them by reading our 
literature. vVe have booklets on General Diseases, Women's Diseases, 
Varicose Veins and Varicocele, The Heart, and numerous leaflets. All or 
any free for the a~king. They will interest you. 

ENSIGN REMEDIES CO. 
Department B. 

Canadian Office, Windsor, Ontario BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN w:s. ENSIGN, Phys.eh. 
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THE MOST. MARVELOUS BOOK OF THE AGE 

2000 Years ln.Gglestial Life-

DRAWS aside the veil between the Known and the Unknown, 
• re:vea!ing th~ grandest of. a~l truths, that if a ma~ die he 

will hve agam. The autobiography of a Greek Girl, who 
entered the higher life from Athens, in the year 131, B. C., at the 
age of 16. 

She gives her experience in passing out of the body, and her 
amazing revelations of the beauty and grariduer of the spirit world 
are inspiring and uplifting. Notwithstanding the great difficulty, 
in material descriptions of spiritual conditions, she tells of a life. as 
real to them as is our life upon earth, of a home as real as the one 
in her native land but much more beautiful, narating her varied 
and wonderful experiences during 20 centuries of existence in the 
Life beyond. The ooject of the narrative is to establish better con
ditions on earth, by bringing the two worlds into closer association. 
No one can read this book with an unpredjudiced mind, without 
absorbing some of its grand and inspiring truth and being made 
better by it. 

Sir Oliver Lodge, principal of the· University of Birmingham, Eng. 
and one of ~he most able logicians and scientists of the day, asserts· 

.. his unqualified belief in the reality of spirit return and says: 
''The Boundary between the known and the unknown is wearing 
thin in places,'' Dr. Thonfas Jay Hudson, lc\.Uthor of the Law of Psy
chic Phenomena, says: • ''The man who denies the phenomena of 
Spiritualism to-day is not entitled to be called a sceptic, he is 

. simply ignorant.'' 

The great English Scientist, Alfred Russel Wallace, recently said: 
"No more evidence is needed to prove spiritualism for no accepted 
fact in science has a greater or stronger array of proof in its behalf.'' 
Sir William Crooks, Cannile Flamarion, Hodgson and Stead, Hyslop, 
Funk, Richel, Lombroso, in fact the majority of the leading scientists 
of the day admit having received indubitable evidence, not only 
of the continuity of life after death but the fact of spirit return. 

This book is hands·omely bound in silk cloth, gold lettered 

and illustrated, 200 pages s·½x1½ inches. Price $1.25 

Sold ·By THE STELLAR RAY BOOK DEPARTMENT 

\.Vhcn writing to advertisers please m~tion TBB STBLLAa RAY. 
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SUPERNORMAL 
UNFOLD ME.NT 

J. C. F. Grumbine has a system for the unfoldment of all supernormal powers of the 
soul which has stood the te~t of nearly twenty years of popularity "and success, called 
"The System of Philosophy Concerning Divinity"-a marvelous series of Teaching
and extremely practical. 

We are learning in our investigation of SpirituaHsm many new and wonderful prin
ciples which were not known fifty years ago,- and. we. are, as pioneers in this very great 
and virgin field of occult science, daily receiving fresh and, wonderful revelations from 
superior spirits, acting with the humble but pure and intelligent brethren 0 0n this side. 

He who ridicules the idea that no one can unfold supernormal powers is grossly 
ignorant of the actual facts Jn the case. Men and women throughout the world are 
developing them all the time, and the number is growing so large and so fast that it is 
a wonder all Spiritualists are not aware of them and have· not conscious knowledge of 
communion with their spirit friends and of their own immortality. 

I have _evidences of how -men and women have been saved thousands of dollars by 
spirit impressio~s and messages; how they have been saved from suicide; how they 

. have been saved from insane asylums; how they have received warnings not to travel 
or to go on the water, and thus kept from disaster. Are these solemn warnings of no 
importance? Who will .say this? And if it comes to material success in this life,-,
why I will trust the man or woman who knows that he is in touch with the spirit 
world and who is receptive to the· guidance of hl_s superiors on the immortal side of 
.life and who, having unfolded his superno~mal po~ers, is awake and alert to the in
spirations of these celestial messengers, more quickly than his worldly brother. 

Please do not vass • lightly over these important items. Your wife or husband, 
sister or brother, or even child may be next. God help you if through ignorance such 
an ordeal should be yours, when no celestial voice can warn you, _because you ridiculed 
the very idea, before it was brought so closely home, and said unfoldment of super
normal powers are impossible! You can and will blame no one •but yourself for such 
ignorance. 

Act now. Tomorrow it may be too late! 

Send at once a stamped addressed envelope for delineation, and full circulars to 

J.C. P. GRUMBINE, 
1890 Beacon St. . BROOKLYN, MASS_-

• ~~~~~~~~~,~"~~~~~~~~ 
\\'h<'n writing to advertis~rs please mention THE STELLAR RAY, 
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What . , Parents_· __ and Guardians 

Ought to Know-

. EACH child born into the world is entitled to-the. bes. t guidance 
and care the parent is capable of giving it. The Stellar Ray 

horoscopes are intended to· be an important assistance to 

parents in the comprehension, education and care of their children. A 

natal chart-cast for the exact ,time of the child's birth reveals that 

child's character, mind and disposition, the weak and strong points in 

the organism as well as the vices and virtues-. ·enables one versed in 

the science to reveal to the parents or guardians· of the . child just the 

lines upon which it can be best trained. 

THEY can lay out a plan of education and training adapted to 

• the exact disposition of their offspring and thus avoid friction 

and promote harmony. They will endeavor to starve ?Ut the 

evil they see, while nourishing and developing the good. If the child 

has a passionate temper, they will never excite this side. of the 

character, but will use calmness, tact in managemeqt, gentleness, not 

• force. If the moral development be weak and the intellectual strong, • 

then it is the former they will seek to • stimulate and develop. 

THEY will appeal to the child's heart rather than to ·the head, 

endeavoring both. by precept and exa~ple to show the child 
the greatness of morality. Truth, honesty.and compassion will 

be presented as ideals to be s~ven for and more to be desired than 

• intellectual greatness. For goodness alone is truly great 

FU1:L. partj~u!ars will_ be ~heerfully given to. thos~ who, are 
• mterested, if they will ·wnte to the Astral Sctence Department 

' of • this journal. • • ' • 

\Vhe.n writing to advertisers please mention Tu:s: STELLAR RAY. 
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I I SPECIAL I I 
,', 

SUBSCRIPTION ,OFFER 
To encourage our friends who are aiding us in securing new 
1ubscribers to THE STELLAR RAY, we make the followin1 
propositions: 

Por one new subscription, we will give a copy of Raphael'• 
Key to Astrology. 

Por three new subscriptions, we will give the beautifully 
bound book, entitled "Two Thousand Years In 
Celestial Life." 

• For four new. subscriptions, any one of the volume• of 
"Science and Ke:y of Life," or 

The complete five volumes beautifully bound in 111k cloth 
and gold letterecl for fifteen new subscriptions. 

'J'e _ .. TV new 1ubscriber we will give the ~t MonN 
Lessvu u~e. - See our offer in advertising section . 

Te every new subscriber wh• aen41 Sl.25, we will i:nclucle 
a copy of our Astrological Peciket Dlotlonary. 

Jbr a. full description of tlte ltooka offered, ••• Tile Stellar lla7 
:a.ok Dapartmat. 

IMPORTANT 
• J'01l fail to l:n4 thii mar1.d11.e on sale at your local newt 
~. lda.U,. requeat him t.o aupply you; or send your aub
aalptioa 4irNt lo tile P11.bli1la .. , who will sfve it their prompt 
.... don. • 

All CIOKelpondence slao1&14 be a44re•~•d to the 

ASTRO PUBLISHINO COMPANY 
IIODOBI BUILDINO DETROIT, MICHIOAN 

When writing to advertisers please mention TKB STBLLAR RAv. 



YOUR HOROSCOPE 
? • 

THE edi:or of THE STELLAR RAY takes pleasure in an-
nouncmg that this magazine has greatly increased the 

facilities of its Astral S_cience Department. We ar,e (prep3:red • 

to give greater attention in the future, to the casting of horo-
·: I 

scopes and the spreading of that personal knowledge among 

our large family of subscribers and readers, that is so important 

to the true living and the true development. In an article en
titled "What Parents and Guardians Ought to Know," elsewhere 

in this number, is fully explained to you, the importance and 

necessity of the right kind of guidance for children, according 
to the influences that are expended upon them by the Stellar 

bodies. It is also the duty of each one of us to know 

and appreciate the conditions ,tha~ sui:~9und our own existence, 
so that we may, by the proper use of the knowledge which 

our horoscopes give us, get the most of happiness, health and 
success out of our lives. This is not a matter to be passed over 

lightly, but should be given the best thought and attention of all. 
The science of planetary influence affords accurate information 
upon the important subjects of individual adaptation, mental and 

physical characteristics of dangers, accidents, marriages, birth of 
children, sickness, health and success. THE STELLAR RAY 
Horoscopes are guides to success because they warn of breakers 
ahead and foretell the most favorable periods for prospective enter

prises. They assist to harmonious marriage. Write to the Astral 
Science Department of THE STELLAR RAY for blanks and price 

list, enclosing stamp and you will receive, further particulars. 



A Great Magazine 
Off er to Our Readers 

Through a s12.ecial arrangement just effected with the publishers, 
the Stellar ~ay is enabled to make its readers the following 
unprecedented year1y subscription offer, for a short time only: 

Stellar Ray 

Cosmopolitan 

Success Magazine 

• 

• 

• 

Regular Price 

• 

$l.OO 
l.00 

1.00 

Total Value $3.00 J 
For All ;Three 

Many of the popular magazines are raising their prices this 
year, but we have secured the cooperation of these well-known 
publications on such advantageous terms as to permit of this great 
clubbing offer. No such bargain in a similar group has been offered 
for years, and it is an opportunity that will not come soon again. 
If your subscription to Stellar Ray has not yet expired, you may 
still take advantage of this offer by merely having it extended now 
for a year from the date of its expiration. 

COSMOPOLITAN is the one great magazine of 
all the great natio11al month Iles. 

No matter h.ow many magazines you take, 
"Cosmopolitan" ls tlle one you can not alrord to 
do wltbout. Its subscribers of last year are sub
scrlbers this year-wltb tbeiT frlends. This, after 
all, ls tile real test of a maga,-ine's merlt-thM 

I its readers ttll their friend. nbout It. 
You can be sure that for the corning year one 

feature in each issue wlll be or such universal 
interest as to domlnate the magar.lne world for 
that month. "The best-no matter what it 
costs"-is the motto which makes "Cosmopoli
tnn" resemble no other magazine but •·uos
n1opolitan." 

. 

SUCCESS MAGAZINE prints the livellest fiction 
anct the franl<est, strungest articles. lt gives 

all the significant news or the world each month 
splendidly reviewed and condensed for qulck; 
easv reading. 

It Is the magazine that cllpped Speaker 
Cannon's wings; that first exposed the indecent 
stage; that ran the investment fakers into the 
cyclone cellar; that Is stirring the 1.Jburcl1 to look 
our rel !g!ous problems in the face; that, ln a word, 
reflects all the important, !nterestlng sides of 
American life. 

lt_publisbesevery month a page of short. funny 
stones, ,..,erse, and anecdotes, for which it pays 
ten cents a word. It I. bright, well-balanced and 
readable. It is unlike any other magazine . 

Send your subscription to-day to 

STELLAR RAY DETROIT, MICH. 




